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When children are 6 or 7 they can make their

first Meccano models with the simple No.O.

outfit at only 13/3. As the years pass they can

add larger outfits, accessories and motors to

make more intricate models. Meccano builders

can copy almost anything made by engineers—

there's no limit to the sturdy working models

that can be constructed.

Ask your dealer to show you the latest outfits

with useful new parts and illustrated model •

plans you have a hobby that grows with

the years.

guaranteed by

Liverpool



I

Packed with exciting new scale models with special

features that really make Dinky Toys the tops!

"PRESTOMATIC" steering, opening bonnets,

boots and doors, flashing lights, rockets you can
launch into space, mobile cranes with moving jibs

models that really work, Over 150 of 'em. Go out

something new
from . .

.

SION CAST SCALE MODELS

today and get a Dinky Toys Catalogue from your
Dinky Dealer. MECCANO LTD., BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL
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RUBBER "BALLOON" SEALS MINE TUNNELS
Dunlop have developed a new safety device for coal mines.
This Is a large rubber/nylon bag covered with Terylene
netting. In an emergency it is placed in the mine tunnel,
Inflated with nitrogen and filled with 21 tons of water,
forming a solid "wall 11 which prevents the spread of fumes
and lessens the force of explosion- Should it burst, the
water spray helps to extinguish the flames*
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DUNLOP MAKES GREATER IMPACT
Dunlop Sports Company recently introduced a new range of
golf clubs called "PowerPoint". These were designed in con-
sulfation with Arnold Pafmer, the world's top golfer, who used
them in winning last year's Australian Masters' Tournament,
The clubs are called ''PowerPoint" because they have a speci-
ally weighted Impact area, marked by a gold point, which
helps players to hit the ball with greater force and accuracy.
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r . — f WATERTIGHT ARGUMENT
Nothing beatsrubber for making things watertight.That's what
the Sunderland & South Shields Water Company decided
when It came to repairing their badly cracked 12-mUlion-
gatlon reservoir. They called In the Dunlop Plant Lining Divi-

sion who lined the whole 3 acres of surface— using 75 tons of

sheet rubberand vulcanised panels. This made it unnecessary
to build a new reservoir, which would have cost £500,000.
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RACE TRACK "FLYING SCOTSMAN"
There's long been a "Flying Scotsman" on British Railways,
and now there's another—even faster—on the motor racing
tracks. For that's what they call Jim Clark, who became
World Champion Grand Prix Driver last September when he
was only 27 years old. Like the cars of all Grand Prix winners
over the last five years, Jim Clark's fantastic Lotus 25 was
equipped with Dunlop tyres.
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you

were m

Thanks for letting us know
You certainly took us at our word when we as

iff

to write to us and tetl us how you liked your new-style

magazine. We received hundreds of letters. Some
ers who were disappointed with the

changes, but most, we are happy to say, were

So the verdict was in our favour.

Thank you.

We were surprised by the size of the number of younger

readers who want to read regular articles on chess.

Well, a feature is planned to take its monthly place in

this magazine later this year, Many readers wanted a

fun and jokes page. They betterturntop27of this issue.

By the way, one interesting feature of all those letters

that, in the main, it was the younger readers who
liked what we were trying to do, although plenty of our

senior enthusiasts also wrote to congratulate us.

wa

We aim to please everybody, but that is not a s

possible. Still
I

in this issue there are new features

which we know will have keen, regular readers en

John Atkinson wrote his article on getting started with

control line aircraft modelling (p 11) we knew it was a

winner, and we are sure most of you will agree with our

judgment Bill Oakley starts a new series on cycling

23). His articles are straightforward and practical,

full of the things the young cyclist needs to know.

And that is how we plan all our features should be:

articles that make you start doing things,

S s; making and building. It's practical stuff

mg new

for

practical boys.

next month John Atkinson writes about preparing to fly your model aircraft when you have made it, and Jerry
Ames continues his story of the Grand Prix. R. H. Mason concludes his series on taking good pictures with a simple box
camera, when he writes about composition.

Ordering the Meccano Magazine overseas
Readers overseas can order the Meccano Magazine from Meccano dealers or
direct from the publishers.
The subscription rate for 12 months Is the equivalent of 20/- sterling at the
current rate of exchange.
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Above: New materials and new construction methods go into the

building of this iow-priced dinghy,

the water. She handles like a thoro

build. And yet she costs no more than a TV set.

here slicing through
red and is easy to

Opposite page, top: Light enough to be carried on the smallest

car. At 98 lb the dinghy can be lifted easily by two people. There
is a special roof rack which fits most cars, but any roof rack will do
so long as the boat rides on it upside down. She cuts the air

quite smoothly and the car behaves norm

Opposite page, bottom: Eight girls from Dorking Grammar School
built this dinghy from a kit in less than 12 hours. They say you
can't teach an old dog new tricks—but UFFA FOX agreed that

he'd learnt a thing or two about boat building from these budding
sailors*
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1

this article we have not attempted to give

you detailed plans or instructions on how to

construct a sailing dinghy, but rather to give

you enthusiasm to persuade your to buy

a kit nd then help him build one.

«-

-I

Knowing that many of our readers would be thinkin

about building a sailing dinghy at this time of the year,

we went along to the 'Boat Show 1

this year to see

dinghies in kit form were as easy to build as the

advertisements say they are.

We saw quite a number, but not being highly skilled at

carpentry or having too much time to spare, were getting

rather depressed until we met Jack Holt and the Mirror
Dinghy.

Here we felt was just the type of sailing dinghy you
build and have a lot of fun with. It can be carried

on the top of any car however small which is useful

whether you want to take it on holiday with you or to

your nearest sailing club, and can be used for fishing

or with an outboard motor.

As a

shape

dinghy it is a one-class boat, identical in

measurements to every

particular class, so that in a race

one

boat in

winner is not the

the most highly developed boat, but the one
who is most skilful at handling his craft And you won't

have much trouble to find people to race against as over

L200 Mirror dinghies have been built already. You will

see from the price list that the kits cost between £50 and

£65—much the same as a T.V, set.

Designed by Jack Holt, one of the world's foremost

yacht designers, and by Barry Bucknell, TV handyman,

the dinghy is big enough for the average family to go
enouch for one man to lift, and small

on top of the smallest car. She is

easy to sail, and probably most important of all, in kit

form, she is simple enough to be assembled by a teenager

with no special tools. Recently, eight girls from Dorking

cruising in,

enouch to be

Grammar School built the dinghy from the kit in less

than 12 hours.

The added some features.

those red Terylene sails you can see in our

cover picture; who would have thought it possible to

have that kind of feature with such a low craft?

When these prototypes had been built, the boat was
tested and tested; even tried to sink her. But the

dinghy passed all the tests with flying colours.

The method of construction is new for modern boat-

building, yet the 'stitch and glue' method is one of the

oldest boatbuilding processes known to man. The
Vikings used it. The Polynesians do st it chine the

skin of the hull together, then waterproofing the seams.

The kit comes with fully illustrated step-by-step in

structions for building and sailing.

Stitch and glue

'All I used,' said one man who built this boat, 'was a
drill, a pair of pliers and two sons.' You can tell your

er that he does not really

will do.

two sons; one son

people take about a 100 man-hours (or

boy-hours) to get the kit ready for the river or the sea.

Now more about the stitch and glue method.



DAILY MIRROR CLASS DINGHY
Designed by Jack Holt and Barry Bucknell

in association with Yachting World

LO,A If 10- B*nm 4' 7* Depth 1 8*

Weight, Hull only 9£ lb*. Complete 135 Ibv

SftH Area, Main 49 sq S I For? sail 2D gq. ft.

Mammi I taped lufl with eyeleti for hieing, too**

foot Foream I taped lufl 5 hunk*, Hull 5mm pre shaped ply

panel* laced together with copper wire All joints

including deck and tank* bonded both sidei with glass

fibre tape ind resin. Corners Are mode wtth spruce fillet *

ForecaeV Skdo'jt.i!^ and all seal Miflened with batten*.

Rigging basic Lanyards on shrcrutii, dead *tft$ for block?

rope heiiijirdi.

jpproi

^
\

I

V,

.



The first picture shows you two pre-cut pieces

of plywood together while you drill holes along the edges

to be joined. And there's no need to worry if you have
no electric drill. The kit does not involve you in expensive

tool-buying. A hand drill is a bit slower, but it serves

just as well. Now for the stitching. The second picture

shows the two pieces of plywood lined up and being

stitched together with short lengths of copper wire.

When the six major parts of the hull have been stitched

it already looks like a boat. Picture three

lass fibre tape being laid over the joints whichshows
have been covered with resin. When the tape has been
laid, cover it with another layer of resin.

The wires were just temporary fasteners. The resin and
glass fibre are doing the job now. Picture number four

shows the hull turned over and the twisted ends of copper

picture shows the hullwire cut of}". The
turned over so that all outside joints can be smoothed.
Cover them with resin, then with glass fibre, and then

resin again. The hull is ready for sanding and finishing.

CHOOSE FROM THESE ITEMS

A-KIT (without sails)

but including rowlocks and
oars in kit form

£49

£51

5
CASH
PRICE
CREDIT
PRICE
Down payment of £15 and
12 month ly instalments of

£3. 0. 0.

Prices include delivery in U, Km

-Kl I (with sails)

Including sail numbers,
battens, lacing, rovylocks

oars in kit form
and

CASH
PRICE £63 11

CREDIT rfifi
PRICE *-00

Down payment of £15 and
12 monthly instalments of

£4. 5. 0.

Prices include delivery in U.K,

C FINISHED DINGHY (unpainted)

but complete with sails, sail numbers, battens*

lacing, oars A rowlocks.

Paces cm -works

£80 14

£84

CASH
PRICE
CREDIT
PRICE

Down payment of £15 and
12 monthly instalments of

£5. 15, 0,

When your dinghy is ready you can collect It from
the factory in Leicester or it can be delivered at

an extra charge of approximately t/* per mite. This

will be invoiced separately by the manufacturer.

D FINISHED DINGHY (painted)

in colour of my choice and varnished inside

COmptete with sails, sacl numbers, battens,

lacing, oars & rowlocks.

Prices eM- works

CASH
PRICE
CREDIT

£95 11

PRICE tjn 1£

Down payment of £15 and
12 monthly instalments
£7. 1e 0.

of?
When your dinghy is ready you can collect il

the factory in Leicester or it can be delivered at

an extra charge of approMimately ff* per mite. This

will be invoiced separately by the manufacturer.



To sail Jack Holt designed the Mirror for cruising and racing. With
i r i t i ! Mil I I

-

innerthe mast in its forward position and only the mainsail up, a
can sail her, with ease. But with the mast in the aft position and
both sails up, she's a snub-nosed rascal that'll entertain the most
experienced yachtsmen!

To carry The Mirror is a true car-top dinghy . , .and the smallest car

will do. She's only 98 lbs ready for rigging I One strong man can slide

the 10' 10* x 4' V hull onto a roof rack.

monthly

To build Co-designer TV handyman Barry Bucknell adapted the

"stitch-and-glue" method. You hold the pre-cut ply panels together

with wire M stitches", then cover the joint on both sides with gtass

fibre tape and resin, That's all. It only takes about a hundred man
hours to complete a Mirror.

To buy A Mirror kit costs £63.1 1 s or £15 down and £4.5s a month for

a year. That's just £66 credit And that includes two red Terylene

sails. oars, fittings, rigging—everything but the paint. Or you can
buy her ready for the water at £95.1 1s cash, £99.1 2s credit.

Four reasons why the Mirror Class is the fastest growi

in the world. Send for more.

ng

Covers all aspects of miniature motoring

CAR RACING, CAR

PUBLIC ROAD TRANSPORT

ROADWAY MODELLING

issue on 25th April

PECO PUBLICATIONS SEATON DEVON

Ml
r

To: Victor S.Shaw, WAMF
Sec, Mirror Class NAMb r i i ,!•! I IIIIIUJ141U 1IJ !! Ill II L I** *ml III

Dinghy Assoc. Daily

Mirror. Holborn Circus,

EC1 ADDRESS
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Developing your own pictures is exciting and easy with

Johnson Chemicals. Take Unitol, Instance.

concentrated—you Just add water. Put your film Into a

developing tank and pour in the developer solution* Every

minute or so, you agitate the film. Then after the correct

time, you pour out the developer. Next the tank is filled

with water to rinse the film then emptied. Lastly you pour
a fixing solution In. You can get a Johnson's tank, fixing

solution and Unitol at your photographic shop. You will
.

find

easy
help you

struct! very

ow, Johnsons

otographer. Start today I
OF NOON LTD

^»

!»
I FOR CONFIDENCE IN CHEMICALS

•

Please sendme your

free colour brochure -

end price list
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ing interesting about to the editor

*

||?j ONLY ONE?—One Sunday last summer I visited the

historic town of Wilton, near Salisbury. Wilton
has a fine parish church, built in Lombard ic style in 1844.

My photograph, however, shows the old church of
SS Mary and Nicholas that stands in the market place.

At one time the perpendicular nave was in ruins, but it

was repaired and the churchyard converted into

by Roberta garden in 1939. The chancel was
Bingham, American Ambassador in Britain from 1933
to 1937, in memory of his ancestor, Bishop
Bingham, who was consecrated here in 1229. As far as

I know this is only instance of an church

would bebeing restored by an American citizen,

interesting to know if any reader knows of another.

J. A. Fleming, London, NJl'3.

RAF MEMORIES My father was glancing through
the February MM when he saw the Airfix Halifax

bomber advertised. He was thrilled to see the squadron
to 158 Squadron who were

My father

year

ctters NP, wh
stationed at Lissett, Driffield, Yorksh
actually worked on NP-B for two-and-a-half
This stood on the next concrete pan to NP-C (illustrated

, of course.win the Airfix advertisement)

many Halifax bombers with the letters NP-C, and many
fine aircrews were lost flying them. We have a similar

model, which my father made from a builders

in 1944.

C. Trull, Broadstairs, Kent.

BUILT IN AUSTRIA— \ was interested to see the
letter of I. Murray of Enfield in February MM.

When I was in Austria last year, I too, was impressed
the beautiful picture decorations on the buildings.

I also noticed that idea had been extended to the ventila-

tion holes of the barns and other farm buildings in the
Tyrol, Since timber is very plentiful in these parts, many
of the buildings are wooden, and the use of the simple

es is quite common. Another feature of
these wooden buildings is the use of massive dovetail

joints at corners. These are as much as 6 in across the
pins. In the older buildings at least they appear to have
been assembled dry.

M. /. Hmumersley, Sherwood, Nottingham.

Cheese labels As a collector of cheese

ox labels I would like to know whether any
organisation exists to assist people who are interested in

this fascinating hobby. My own collection is a modest
one at the moment, but I already have a number of very
beautiful specimens, particularly from boxes of Swiss
processed Swiss to specialise in

colourful labels, and some I have are real

works of art in miniature. would reatly appreciate
your assistance in putting me in touch with other readers

my us iasm

Michael Brown, Manchester.

If any readers can help Mr. Brown, we would be
to receive their letters and forward them

to him.—Editor.

MoRE for chess
Michael Laslett si

In the March
an ar

"tar* -^iw*- K.^r

chess. I heartily agree with him, and I would ;

Mailbag,

on
like

to see a pag (Why not some of our own?)

Graliam Case, Wickham, Hampshire.

Many readers have asked for regular articles on
chess. We can promise ihem that there will soon
be such a feature in your magazine. As for the

jokes—we hope you like the ones on p.21 of this

Editor,

Church of SS Mary and Nicholas, Wilton

B
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single channel

Its Selective 'Tone Filter" enables you to
operate "Interference Free",

TRANSMITTER

6 Transistor Crystal Controlled

• Retrac
Aerial

Centre Loaded Telescopic

Battery Saving "Carrier Off" Switch

RECEIVER

• "High" or "Low" Tone Versions enabling
simultaneous operation of two models

. Socket and SwitchWired,
cable harness

Totally enc
Case

in Crash Nylon

.

THE IDEAL ACTUATOR
WITH GEMINI

UNIMITE

USE

RELAYLESS RECEIVER

: 2 02.

Price: £18 14. 1.

Tx and Rx complete

Price
. . -. \

* Hi :

:
:

: k?
**

.'.".

'.

.i
& . . ,- . .

£ -. .- -
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RELAY RECEIVER
Size: 2i"xi±"xH"
Weight 2ioz

Price: £19 7. t
Tx and Rx complete

- y-l

range
well-proved

includes theMULTI
Quadratone—4 Channel

Sextone 6 Channel

and Bi«Simultaneous

Octone

Dekatone

8 Channel

10 Channel-

Actuators, Reed Units and

The Climax Unimite
is a relay-switched compound motorised

r for single-channel radio con-
trol, Designed to meet the growing
need for an actuator which has the
operational speed of an escapement but
with the following great advantages:

considerably greater power, non-skip-
ping or sticking, reduced current con-
sumption, smaller installation

across the fuselage, no rewinding
required*

Uses one 4-5 volt battery.

Size: 2fy"x l-fo"'x 1
fe**

Weight 15 oz.

s

Please send full details of R.E.P,
radio control equipment- I am
particularly interested in

r * * * - * I i . It i r * . -i * **-«> F

Q Quadratone

[H Sextone

[~| Octone

Q Dekatone

(Tick where required)

[~1 Gemini

NAME
ADDRESS # 4 # * • W # * # • * * * V

To DERRITRON RADIO LTD. REP. DIVISION
24 UPPER BROOK STREET • London W.l . HYDe Park 2291

>

-

WITH REAL RICKS i

*

What exciting up-to-date building you can do with

emporary Brickplayer. Each Kit contains real

bricks, real cement and a wide range of models to build

with them. Designed to '0* gauge scale by architects to

ook exactly true to life. Roofs, windows, doors, plans,

full instructions everything's complete. can

make permanent models or dismantle them and re-use

bricks and other components.

CONTEMPORARY BRICKPLAYER KITS

A—19/11; B—29/6;C 55/-

WIN A PRIZE! £2100 £1010 £55
»Ua consolation pruei __. jm „_. ..„„»

*re offered in the BRICKPLAYER contcii

At good toyshops, hobby shops, departmental stores, etc.

POST TODAY

To; J. W. SPEAR & SONS LTD. (Dept. M), Enfield, Mlddl

Please send leaflet describing Brickplayer and name
address of nearest stockist.

Name

• •

• •• • . i •« **• c *«
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in control line

first of a new series by John Atkinson The building and living of model aircraft is a truly

international hobby. Every year contests are held for

Above: The Ke'il Kraft Phantom
Mite, almost complete showing
some of the tools used in its

construction. Sandpaper block,

balsa knife, pins. A l\ cc team
race fuel tank is seen behind
the tailplane. Price 15s. 6d.

all types of models, where from as afield as

Japan, U.S.A. and all the European countries compete
for top honours. No other constructional hobby
provides such facilities for meeting fellow enthusiasts

from overseas. Apart from the international side, there

are, throughout the year, model flying meetings held

in various parts of G.B. The high spotmost wee

of the home modellers year is the

whei

isles

ndreds of modellers fr a

Nationals

the British

ather for their annual two day IS

usually held over Whitsuntide and many model fliers

whole period, enjoyingcamp out on the airfield for

the flying from dawn to dusk.

All this may seem a far cry from the little gathering of

enthusiasts Hying their models on the local common at

the weekend; remember though, that all the top experts

started in this way and no matter how simple the model
it will give you a tremendous amount of pleasure.

So you have decided to build a model aeroplane, now
comes the difficult bit- how you
suitable kit from the hundreds available? re are two
basic types of model—control line and free flight. Free

*
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flying models may be gliders, or rubber driven or powered

miniature engines. Control line models on the other

hand are all engine powered and are by far the most
popular single type in this country. This is probably due

to the fact flight models, they can be

flown in very restricted areas. A control line model flies

round the 'pilot*, being attached to a handle (held by the

pilot), by two thin steel wires. By moving the handle, the

pilot can control the model making it climb and dive at

will. *Stunt' and *Combat* models will also loop and

perform many other more complex manoeuvres

In this article I want to take a at a

control line kits suitable for the newcomer to the hobby.

The kits I have chosen are of all-sheet construction

is, they no built-up rib and spar wings requiring

tissue covering—a process which most beginners find

quite difficult.

Very few tools are required for the construction of these

models. A box of steel pins glass headed

ones) a balsa knife, a pair of pliers, a tube of balsa

cement, and two or three grades of garnet paper (better

than sandpaper) are the basic needs.

choosing your model, select an engine, since the

size of this unit will largely determine the size of kit you
buy or at least narrow down the choice.

There are two of model -glow plug and diesel.

The glow plug engine requires a battery to heat the plug

element in the cylinder head in order to start the motor.

running, the battery is disconnected, w
engine will continue to run until its fuel is exhausted.

The diesel on the other hand requires no battery but,

particularly in the smaller sizes, is sometimes trickier for

a beginner to start.

to about 1 cc capacity most glow plug engines are

easier to operate

Over 1 cc and up to 2.5 cc there is

(there are a few exceptions).

e to choose

between them but I have a personal preference for diesels

batteries and have nosince no
plugs to burn out. As beginners we will have no need

to consider anything larger than 2.5 cc, in fact, none of

require engines overthe kits which I am including

1.5 cc.

A nice size to start with is .8 cc and there are lots of kits

designed for such engines, sometimes referred to as

,049 engines which is their equivalent capacity in cubic

inches (ci)

One of the simplest kits for this size of eimine is the

Frog Tyro, It is designed for the

diesel or .049 glow engine and is very easy to build

die cutting of the various is quite excellent and

these parts are also colour printed, thus avoiding the

for additional decoration. Even a of

aper is included in the kit. Span is 17 in and

the kit costs 7s lid. It is worth noting that in

to the basic kit you will have to buy a small fuel tank

about 3s.

ion

Also for .8 cc engines spe

Merlin and Bantam, is the Gremlin de Havilland Chip-

munk. Being a scale model this is a more com plica led

subject but still within the capability of

beginner. Although largely prefabricated, a piercing

saw or fretsaw will be required to cut out one or two of

the printed wood parts in this kit. An excellent transfer

is included together with first class step-by-step

a finished metal fuel

Chipmunk which costs

assem drawings,

is also included

19s lid.

Perhaps the most extensively prefabricated balsa kits are

those in the Veron range. Their Colt trainer of 19 in

span presents just about the simplest assembly job it is

possible to imagine. The fuselage is carved to shape and
the wing is not only cut to outline but is finished to a

true aerofoil section requiring only the tips to be sanded

to shape. It is quite possible to build the model without

using a knife at all—only sandpapering being required.

For all this saving of labour one expects to pay a little

more than for a more basic kit; it is, however, an ex-

cellent subject to start with since it is difficult to see how
one could fail to make a success of its straight-forward

construction. The Colt likes a slightly larger engine of

1.5 cc although it can be flown on
lid.

One of the nicest looking small C/L kits is the Keil

between 1 cc

motors as small as .75 cc. It costs 28

Mite of 16 in wing- designed for

.5 cc to .8 cc engines. As you can see in the photograph
of our unpainted Mitey it is a very shapely craft, with

wings, streamlined canopy and pro

peller spinner.

Despite its streamlined shape and the number of parts

s
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d b

left: The Frog Tyro is not
also colour printed It

makes up into an attractive profile model
itable for th

Price 7s, 11d
pop ,8 cc g

Opposite right: The Gremlin Chipmunk
kit includes a fuel tank and comprehensive
transfer sheet Some of the parts do,
however, need cutting out with a fretsaw
or piercing saw. Price 19s, 11 d

Right The Jasco Trojan is a
'profile' model of tough construction
very basic design. Price 10s. 9d.

that go into its n. it is not at all difficult to
bui

but a minimu
All pieces are die cut or sawn to outl

f carving
>hape

g try to give the
final rounded shapes. It would almost be possible to d
all the required shaping with coarse garnet
finishing off with a finer grade to obtain a smooth finish

Many of the engines suitable for the Phantom Mite h
own pplied as of th engine

however, these will provide only a limited duration. It

better to buy a small control line tank and install it

n on the plan. A 1 J in spinner (not included in th
kit) is not an essential part of themodel but immeasurabl
improves its appearance and is w<

on top of the basic price of 15s 6d

The Jasco Trojan (picture

rth the extra 2s lid

a (flat fuselage)

model of very simple construction. Again the parts
cut to correct outline but requ

is an extrem

of knocks, uses e:

costs only 10s 9d

haping to section

ged model which will take a lot

ines of betw 5cc and 1.5 cc and

In addition to the basic kit you will again need a fuel

tank which will cost you a further 3s or so.

These are only a few of the wide variety of beginners
control line currently available. Most ma nu -

facturers produce both profile and 'full fuselage* models
and your final choice is entirely a matter of personal

The kits mentioned in this article, however,

of their sound design and
construction. Any one of them can be

have been selected

uncom
tackled by a novice with complete confidence.

Next month I am going to take a at some of the
new plastic flying model kits now coming into the shops.
These are really exciting and herald an entirely new form
of model construction, employing some revolutionary
building techniques.

shall try to give you some hints on
how to fly your control line model, and take a look at
the preparation of the model for its first outing and in

addition, examine some of the latest developments in the
new field of plastic flying models

Just about the ultimate in balsa
pre-fabrication, the Veron Colt,
is very easy to build and per-
forms well with a slightly larger
engine of between 1 cc and
1.5 cc. Price £1 8s. 11d.

13
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DAWES CYCLES LTD TYSELEY B'HAM 11

Pricafrom, £22. 19. 6

Benelux Mark 7 or Huret 5

(optional S.A.F.W, hub gears)

Cutaway or perforated flap saddle
Super colour schemes

ours

with Mamod Steam

solidly

strutted, smartly finished work-

ing models which operate alon

miniature machin

S.R.I.

THEM AT YOUR
TOY AND

SPORTS

Manufactured by:

MALINS (ENGINEERS) LTD.
THORNS WORKS
QUARRY BANK

THORNS ROAD
BRIERLEY HILL

STAFFORDSHIRE



p

ht movement
cleverly

R.H. Mason, F,LB.P.
9 F.R.P,S., the MitorofAmateur Photographer,

continues his series about how to take prizewinning pictures with a
sir box camera.

r you re ber those fo rules of good
photography that I gave you last month. Without th

you will get h
• Make sure to estimate

so briefly, here they are ag

your exposure correc

See that you have the ri^ht lighting_ . _ it ions.

Watch for movement.

Consider your subject and general composition.

Now, about estimating your exposure. I did

y could safely foil the exp
ay that

guide provided
with every roll of film. Alternatively, you can work from
one of the tables obtainable tor a few shillings from y

Top: Taking pictures 'against the light' gives more sparkle,

Befow: Weak sunlight or cloudy conditions make it easier to
keep detail in the shadows.

All these guides are pre for con
ditions, and for when the sun is directly on the subject.
However, more dramatic pictures may be obtained with
the sun eh i nd or at the side of your subject, in

sure

cases double your exposure by using the next
largest stop, or a slower shutter speed.
Another time when you should double
is when your subject is very dark—especially if you are
working close up.

On the other hand, you should halve normal exposure
for very bright subjects say, e or seascape with
lots of bright sky. Remember, too, that sand and snow
reflect light, so either might provide conditions in which
to halve your normal exposure.

If the sun is very bright and behind your subject, there
will probably be too much contrast, and it will be
necessary to throw some light into the shadows in order
to reduce the contrast and get more detail. Of course,

ssionals use flash for this purpose, but there is no
to go running off for expensive equipment. Often,

a sheet of white paper can be placed to rcllect the sun
erhaps you can place your subjectinto the shadows.

next to a white wall which will act as a reflector

my advice, and usually try and take
morning or late in the afternoon, when:n

the sun is not too strong.

The right shutter speed
If a man walks from right to left across your field ofview,

to
freeze' h

Id need a very fast shutter speed
Th e

utter speed you sh

the ubject, the shorter the

if your camera has only

possibl

two speeds, you must choose a viewpoint
c the of action. If alking

less will

ht towards you, a shutter speed of 1/50 second or
his movement. Of course, some subjects

move much faster than a walking man. A train travelling
at 50 mph would tn

1/60

brid:

tow;

sc d, so it

across yo of view in

ke thand

you head-on.

c

be better for you to get on a

with the train comingure

Press cameramen use a techniq
which can also be use

cd
4

d with

panning
a m

camera

pressing

blurred \vh

to photograph a racing car at speed; you

camera. Say you

ith car folio
*

shutter release.

its movement wh
background will be

the subject is sharp. Th the
drama of your picture. Panning does take practise, how-
ever, so you must be prepared to waste a few films in the
process. Still, it is worth it. People in action can be
photographed with the simplest of cameras. Maybe you

You can usually find a momentat a football ma
the actio s

chan
stopped. When a player

direction there is a fraction of a second when he
is St pletely tionl Catch
Press the lever

stea

f yo shutter release

til it is on the point of tripping the shutter.
When the subject is on the point of turning, press it the
rest of the ay Tin is th

without a film in th

Next month I

good composition.

you can practice

write about that other golden rule

—
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Pick 'em up, click 'em on—skate. Just seconds

from opening your Super-Skate carrier you

can be skating—no straps, no keys needed—

the toe slides in, the back clicks firmly into

place and you're Super-Skating. Super-Skates

guards cannot comewith spring oaded

off accidentally. The unique securing feature

ensures that skate and foot are as one. Super-

Skates are built to last, they need no mai

ance and no oiling.

_

it

/

i

^

*&

em

em.
Super-Skates
are only

SUPER-SKATES TH
NO SKAT

ONLY NO-STRAP
INTH

Super-Skates are made and guaranteed by Meccano Trade enquiries invited
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SHIPPING

AIRWAYS

ROAD AND TRACK
RAILWAYS

SPACE TRAVEL
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1

On the starting grid drivers slowly clamber aboard their

cars, Around the green machines of Britain, red of Italy.

nee tamis a sirmllof Germany and blue of

group of mechanics qui fussing over their drivers,

busy usting ear plugs, g°gg and helmet

Two minutes to go! Voices in the stands opposite fade

out in an expectant hush. It's time to start engines, so

each driver checks his oear lever in neutral and then one

by one the highly tuned, noisy engines burst into life

with an ear splitting crackle, a slight haze from blaring

starting grid as driversexhausts billows across the

run their engines up in a final check.

The One Minute signal board is held up, accompanied by

a on
with

e Klaxon; the starter mounts his rostrum,

in hand. This is the moment when
mechanics reluctantly leave their charges with a gentle

tap on the shoulder, the grid is cleared of all but cars and

drivers, waiting in mounting tension for the flag to drop.

Each driver is now on his own, too bad if he stalls his

engine, none may come to his aid until the pack departs.

Thirty seconds to go! Gears engaged, engine revs

increased, drivers 'feel' in the clutch slightly until it starts

to bite, no easy manoeuvre in a racing car with its

in-out' clutch; meanwhile preventing the car

creeping by holding it on the handbrake.

Ten seconds to go! The starter, eyes glued on his stop

watch raises the flag in his right hand, engines rise in full

crescendo to a steady roar until the very ground beneath

the wheels trembles and vibrates. As the last few seconds

tick away, a car behind the front row gradually begins to

creep forward; by accident, of course, the driver would

tell you, as he 'struggles' to hold it on the handbrake,

but like a disease that spreads, others strategically placed

18

by Jerry Ames

steal an inch or two here and there, they hope unnoticed

by the officials.

Five seconds! Drivers

between

eyes have been alternating

r rev counters and the starter are now fixed

on the man with the flag, who ticks off the last five seconds

with the fingers of his left hand.

Suddenly down comes the starter's flag; at the same
moment in go the clutches and the whole, multi-coloured

tightly packed mass of cars surges forward in a fierce

wave of acceleration, amidst noise, smoke, flying stones,

dust churned up by spinning wheels. Quickly the leading

cars are battling wheel to wheel, as they dive for the first

bend. The Grand Prix is on! It may be for two, three, lour

or five hundred miles, but for sheer pent-up excitement

there is nothing to compare with the start of a Grand
Prix. What is there x>ut race competitors

and spectators find so compelling. How did it all begin?

is there about the Grand Prix that is so different

races ?

Only one grantie epreuve, or major Grand Prix is allocated

to any country in one year. It is and always has been the

race of the year, attracting the world's most skilled drivers

and the most powerful cars. Nowadays great

proving races count towards the Drivers and Maim-
facturers World Championships, but this was not always

so, in fact the Drivers World Championship as we know
it is a -war innovation, first held in 1950.

The great stylist driver, Guiseppe Farina was the first

ever to be officially declared the World Champion,

The Grand
unlimited

originated in France to permit an

of teams to compete against one
the previous series, theas distinct

Bennett races, where only three cars representing each

country were allowed to start. The very first Grand

*
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Prix under the new regulations was governed by weight,
although the cars were monsters by comparison with
modern machines; it was run on a closed circuit near Le
Mans, in 1906 over a distance of 770 miles and required
two days hard motoring. The winner Szisz, in a Renault
averaged 63 mph.

wing year it was won by Fiat andThe
Mercedes and as no French cars finished that year it

discontinued until 1912, when the

908 by

win was Georges
Boillot in a French Peugeot. From that day the Fren
Grand Prix, acclaimed the Blue Riband of motor racing

two major wanhas been run every year, except

Since then, the winners having included the great racing
names of the world, from Duesenberg, Sunbeam, Alfa
Romeo, Delage, Bugatti, Auto-Union and Maserati to
more familar post-war machines such as Ferrari, M er-

Cooper, Porsche, and Lotus.

Every few years the regulations have chan ed to en-
courage the development of engines, chassis, suspensions
transmissions, fuels, oils, tyres and plugs. Gradually
engine sizes have come down from 4£ litres in 1914 to

1| litres supercharged in 1926: the most exciting Formula
of all came during 1934 with a weight limit of 750 kilo-

and maximum body width of 31 ins. but no
the most powerfullimit on engine size; it mtro

racing cars the world had ever seen, from Mercedes,
Auto-Union and Alfa Romeo.
In the past the French Grand Prix has been run on a fuel

mption basis al o as a sports car race. Neither forms
success, although they permitted

Since the last war enaine sizes haw-

were a conspicuous

French cars to win.

been as high as 4£ litres, but at the moment are dow n to
itres unsupercharged, however that is

-

again being

changed in the future and I shall be discussing modern
Formula One Grand Prix cars next month. Meanwhile
if you want to see the latest Grand Prix cars in action,

make a note to be at Silverstone on May 2nd and Brands
Hatch on July 1 1th for the British Grand Prix, which this

year is also given the title of Grand Prix of Europe.

Sting in it's tail

Not a Grand Prix car, but a new sports model with a real

sting in its tail is the Austin Healey 3000 Mark 111 which
I

cylinder engine remains as

have been driving recently. Although size of the six

at 2912 cc, power
goes up to 148 bhp net. This increase is achieved by the

arger 2 in. S.U. car-use

burettors.

different and
The manufacturers claim a top

130 mph and acceleration figures in the ice ion

of

to

50 mph in 6£ seconds and to 90 mph in 2\\ sees, but
during my short drive had no time to

instruments these figures. However, I was
most impressed by the acceleration to speeds of more than
90 mph along roads white with frost; I hope to have the

new Big on over dry roads in a few weeks
time and then 1 will really let you know what 1 think of

This is a model that has done extremely well in rallies

past two years.

1. Start of the 1958 British Grand Prix at Silverstone
won by Peter Collins in a Ferrari.

>

2. Hermann Lang's Mercedes in French Grand Prix, at
Rheims in the 1930's.

3. H. O. D. Seagrave and his mechanic with the two
itre Sunbeam at the 1924 Spanish Grand Prix,

4. Matthew C. Park driving the Vauxhall Grand Prix ca
in the Isle of Man TT Race, 1922.

r
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by John R. W. Taylor
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One of the latest crazes in America is to own and fly old

aeroplanes. Pilots sort through junk yards, looking for

the remains of World War I fighters or lightplanes of the

nineteen-twenties. It are lucky they rebuild the

crumbling wrecks with the same loving care that people

in Britain to veteran motor cars. If cannot
a genuine 'oldie', they often build the whole aircraft

from scratch, with the help of the original 40 or 50 year

old design drawings.

few weeks ago I met in London a young
*

ican

named Peter Bowers who has become a leading expert

on these vintage aeroplanes. He is an engineer with the

Boeing Company, but the sort of aeroplanes in which he
flies outside office hours are very different from the giant

Boeing 707 jet-liner or B-52 Stratofortress bomber. For
example, he thrilled the crowds at a U.S. Military

airfield one day by dashing past (at about 35 mph!) in a
full-si /e replica of Glenn CurtissYstick-and-string pusher
biplane of 1911. After landing, he stepped straight into

the coc it a two-seat version F-104 Star-

fighter and made a second pass over the airfield at about
1,400 mph—more than twice the speed of sound.

Under construction at his home are replicas of the famous
Fokker Triplane fighter of World War I and the Wright
Model EX biplane of 1911 in Calbraith Rodgers

the flight across the American
But the aeroplane which has probably given Mr. Bowers

20

most pleasure in the last few years is a tiny single-seat

monoplane named the Fly Baby,

He designed and built it to compete in a contest organised
by the Experimental Aircraft Association, to which most
of America's amateur designer-pilots belong. The rules

of the contest called for an easy-to-build, easy-to-fly

lightplane, with folding wings so that it could be
towed behind a car. In exchange for a

m
a garage

prize 2,500, the winner was expected to publish

ans of his aircraft in the
*

ion s magazine,
Sport Aviation, so that other amateurs could build and

it.

Fly Baby was constructed in 720 working hours at a cost

1960.

in

of £735 and flew for the first time on July

Unfortunately, only one other aeroplane was
time for the contest, so e organisers decided to post-

pone it for two years. In April 1962, shortly before the

new date of the contest, a pilot who had borrowed the

wea t her and

became lost in mountainous country in bad
it Undaunte Mr. Bowers set to

work to rebuild the little aeroplane, improving it in some
details and fitting an 85 hp Continental C75 in place of
the former 75 hp engine.

The wooden structure of the Fly Baby is so simple that

he was able to finish the job in good time and won the

competition. Since then in addition

constructional drawings in Sport Aviation,

andmany hundreds of sets of more detailed plans,

copies of his aeroplane are now being built all over the

In its standard form, the Fly Baby has a span of 28 ft,

length of 18 ft 6 in and loaded weight of only 924 lb.

speed is over 120 mph, range 300 miles at 105-1 10

mph, and it can land and take off in a mere 85
Baggage is stowed in a neat under-fuselage 'tank' which

andis fitted with a handle so that it can

carried like a suitcase.

Pilots who find an open cockpit too draughty can fit a

transparent sliding , and many other detail changes
be made on future Fly Babies. Mr. Bowers

as already tested the prototype as a seaplane and is

working now on a set of interchangeable biplane wings,

to satisfy those amateurs who consider monoplanes dull

and uninteresting. In whatever form it is flown, there is

no doubt that this little aeroplane will give its owners a
great deal of fun and adventure. The fact that

6,500 Fly Babies can be built the cost of a single

modern long-range jet airliner should put an end to the

idea that private Hying is only for the very rich.

Complete plans for building the Fly Baby are available

from Mr. Peter Bowers, 13826 Des Moines Way South,

Seattle 68, Washington, U.S.A., price $15.00 Details

of the construction, performance, material costs an
tooling requirements, plus a large photo of Fly Baby,
cost $1.00.

Highland fling

Scotsmen all over the world

Burns
January 25 as

it, in memory of their great national

To help the festivities along, BOAC this year flew

to many overseas Burns Clubs,and
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Caledonian Societies other clubs They
>o operated a Burns Night Special across the Atlantic
th a Scottish crew, the stewards dressed in kilts

stewardesses g tartan sashes.

piped on board and special menus includ

neers were

is were
offered to th ht

Jet-age beaver

in Canada is a new version of the
Havilland Beaver powered by a 578 hp Canadian Pratt
& Whitney PT6-A6 turboprop. The switch to a more

but lighter turbine engine enables this sturdy
little bush transport to carry to ten people at an
economical cruising speed of 146 mph STOL (short
take-off and landing) is even belter, and
the Turbo-Beaver will get off the ground with a full load
in onlv ft. It can land in 360 ft.

and freight carrying,

crop-spraying and
as an am-

In addition to normal
the Turbo-Beaver can
dusting, to dump water on forest fires, and
bulance with accommodation for two stretchers and four
seated casualties. Its standard wheels can be replaced by
floats, skis, amphibious gear or combined wheel-skis.
For hunting and fishing trips a 14-ft canoe can be carried
on the port float of the seaplane version.

de Havilland Aircraft of Canada are producing conver-
sion kits that will enable any of the 1,500 Beavers in

service throughout the world to be converted quic
into Turbo-Beavers.

Globe-trotting goblets

A Viennese glass manufacturer wanted to discover just

how safe it would be to ship his delicate products by air.

So he made up a package of glass wine goblets with
stems no thicker than a straw and addressed it to himself.
The package spent two days travelling 32,300 miles

the world on board a Boeing 707-320B cargo-
plane of Pan American andMb

perfect shape.
in Vienna in

Choppers to the rescue
The Royal Canadian Air Force has taken delivery of the
first of six Boeing Vertol CH-113 helicopters which will

be used for search and rescue and general duties on the
west and east coasts and in central Canada. Speed is

vital in air ambulance missions, and the new a
are fitted with a large rear loading door through which
stretchers can be moved quickly and easily. Their

ancruising speed of 150 mph is 50 per cent higher
that of helicopters previously in service.

1 Peter Bowers at the controls of his replica of the
1911 Curtiss 'Pusher* biplane.
2 1962 version of 'Fly Baby 1

with extended fuselage
and 85 hp engine. Streamlined object under fuselage
is not an auxiliary fuel tank. It is a removable cargo
carrier with handle, legs, and hinged top that can be
carried to the hotel like a small piece of hand
luggage. The pilot is Peter Bowers.
3 'Fly Baby' with one wing extended and one
folded. This is the original aircraft before the crash,
4 'Fly Baby* as a seaplane—again piloted by Peter
Bowers.
5 De Havilland Canada Turbo-Beaver on its first

flight on 30th December, 1963.
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BRING YOUR
LAYOUT TO LIFE

0R1TAINS MODELS

A range of eight

species eas
asse without
painting or glueing.

Attach foliage to

branches and
twist to shape
as desired. Each
tree packed in

individual box
with history and
assembly
instructions.

OAK TREE
CEDAR TREE
P0P1 AR TREE

noisseur

Pocher

s. d.

Casemate Naval Gun 24-Pounder

Kit Form

Louis XIV 22 Barrel Gun
Kit Form

10

8

English Field Gun 1800 7

Kit Form

Field Gun 75 mm.
Kit Form 3 10

Catalogue 2/3 post free

APPLE
COPPER BEECH
SILVER BIRCH
SCOTS PINE

FIR TREE

KING CHARLES SPORTS CENTRE

18 KING CHARLES STREET, LEEDS, 1

Tel. 2661

1

FT

•
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Fishing for

by J. C. Grossman of The Angling Times

I once stood on a weir bridge spanning a small, clear stream
and watched a man start fly fishing for trout. He was well

with tackle, but he lacked the most important
quality of an angler—watercraft.

He wore thigh waders, and he began operations by blundering
into the water with the eagerness of a thirsty bullock on a
summer's day.

His chances of catching trout were nil. He did not know it,

but he had already frightened every trout in a 50 yard stretch

of the river. One after another panic-stricken fish had bolted

ream to the weir, where they lay, bellies pressed
against the river bed, in a deep pool.

Some of these fish had seen the angler. Others had felt the
4

shock waves 1

caused by his impetuous wading. When these

fish had sped for safety the remaining trout had become
alarmed too.

This incident illustrates the biggest problem of trout fishing:

how to present the bait or fly to the fish without betraying
your presence.

A point in the angler's favour is that trout lie facing the
current. Because of this it is best to fish upstream whenever
possible, casting from a position well behind the trout, and
therefore out of its field of vision.

An angler who is prepared to stalk his fish is the most likely

to su

Fly fishing for trout is a specialised form of angling, technically

within the grasp of any keen young angler, but often outside
the range of his pocket.

Worm fishing needs only the simplest tackle. Any light rod
or reel will serve, but the reel should hold at least 25 yards of

nylon, monofilament line of 3 1b to 4 lb breaking strain.

If a centre-pin reel is used it helps to have a long rod (10 ft or
more). Many anglers today favour shorter rods used with
fixed-spool reels.

Small red worm in aS vegetation) and the
yellow-striped brandling (dig for these in manure heaps) are
excellent baits. Match the size of the hook to the size of the

it. For medium-sized worms a size 12 hook is about right.

For large lobworms the tandem hook (see diagram) will help
avoid missed bites.

fn some streams trout are dour feeders, seemingly immune to
all the angler's wiles, I lore is the opportunity for the spinner.
A useful lure is a small plug which can be floated

downstream under bushes. The plug has a lip so shaped that
it makes the lure dive and wobble when retrieved,

life-like action is often an irresistible attraction for trout.

Knots for Eyed Hooks
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Bill Oakley

/// the first of a new practical series of articles on
Bill Oakley begins to tell you about the things you 11 need to

know when you get that itch to roam.

The best birthday present I ever had was a bicycle. It was
secondhand, big and heavy, but it set me off exploring in all

directions. Of course, I soon wanted a better bike, one on
which [ could sit and pedal comfortably without stretching

my legs out straight at each revolution. You should be able

to put a foot to the ground at, say, a halt sign, without
shifting your position in the saddle.

Quick pedalling on a low gear is the secret of easy cycling, so

practice pedalling with the balls of the feet on the pedals,

lowering the heel as the pedal comes up, raising the heel as

the pedal goes down. In this way you turn the pedals over
top and bottom dead centre instead ofjust stamping on them.
Do you have a single gear bike and would like to know just

what gear that is? Working it out takes a bit of arithmetic.

's how to do it. Divide the number of teeth on the

by the number on the rear sprocket. Then
multiply the result by the wheel size—usually 26 or 27 in on

m. VF mr me

a full-size machine.

A normal gear is usually ut 65, and many experienced

riders are satisfied with a single gear of that size.

However, in hilly country. in flat, exposed parts where
the winds blow strong, variable gears 'are an advantage,
there are two main types of variable gears—hub and derailleur.

It is on sporting machines that derailleur types—with maybe
up to ten different gears are ar. A suitable range
of gears for cycling in Britain is from about 40 to 80.

Young cyclists 'drum up' sheltered by a dry stone wall.

Right. I take it that your bike is the right size and that your
gearing is fitted for the type of country you'll be travelling in.

Get a map. Half-inch to the mile maps are about right, all

the lanes and many of the bridle and footpaths are marked.
They are much more fun (and safer) for cycling than main
roads. The most popular maps for touring are Bartholomew's,
Thev cost 3 s , and are contour-coloured, making it easy
to see where the hills and valleys lie. Each sheet covers an
area 60 by 40 miles and a complete list and index to the sheetmr Ji,

numbers will be sent post free on request to John Bartholomew
and Son, Duncan Street, Edinburgh 9.

Now get exploring. Next month T want to tell you about
cleaning and lubrication, tvre care

there il probably be enough room
tools are the absolute 'musts' for your saddlebag.

nent. And
for me to tell which
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kits and on the market

Grounding in theffeld of physics, particularly in electro-chemistry

and electro-magnetism, is given by the experiments outlined in

the handbook that accompanies the Merit Science Set. A number
of the experiments are concerned with the original discoveries

of Michael Faraday. These experiments are interesting in them-
selves besides laying a foundation on which a boy might build

and understand many of the wonders of present day electrical

science. There is also plenty of scope for devising experiments
other than those described in the handbook. Price £1 15s 11d.

From the makers of the famous Mamod static steam engines
comes this realistic model of a steam traction engine (it can also

be bought in the form of a steam roller) which every father would
be delighted to own! All the moving parts are beautifully turned

and it is finished in black, green, red, chrome, and polished brass.

The boiler is fired by methylated spirits.

The boiler of the power unit is extended with a condensing
chamber for the exhaust which makes for very dry running.

A speed regulator and whistle are fitted. At the rear a towing eye
rojects from the scuttle. The canopy clips allow it to be hinged
ack for filling the boiler, etc., or if desired removed altogether

for the tractor to be used as an open type unit. Extension steering

rods are supplied for ease of manoeuvring.
In a trial run a good head of steam with a full boiler was achieved

in 7 minutes and the engine ran on this for 15 minutes. On a

straight course the engine has travelled 1/3 mile in ten minutes.

Retail price is £4 19s. 6d. and at this a veritable bargain.
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The aristocrat of the model roadway systems, the VIP Raceway,

gives really exciting performance with a high standard of relia-

bility. The cars, Formula 1 models, are strong, with rugged

motors which give plenty of power for very low current consump-
tion. The motors are air-cooled and will not overheat in normal

use. True Ackerman steering Is provided, so that the cars skid

round corners just as on the real race track. It is possible to buy

many VIP accessories, such as a pits, chicane,

automatic car-operated lap counter. Sports and saloon cars are

also available. Recently introduced new control buttons give

greater flexibility of control of speed. Crash barriers, made of

resilient plastic, are provided with the basic kit, which comprises

a complete figure '8 1

track with bridge, eight curved track units,

four straight units, one arched unit, and a power connector unit.

The track sections fit tight and ensure electrical continuity

without loose joints. All VIP cars for use in Britain are fitted with

TV suppression units. Maintenance is very simple and the notes

on this subject in the VIP manual are particularly lucid and easily

understood. The basic kit is priced at £8 14s.

Measuring 36 in long and with a 6 in beam, the S.S. Activity by

Hobbies Ltd. of Dereham, Norfolk, forms the basis for an excellent

be added to and elaborated as desired. The
ble can be bought quite cheaply, or

mod hich
numerous fitt

Iternatively the keen modeller might make them himself. Sh
is designed to take a Mamod model steam marine engine but can

be adapted for electrical power or diesel propulsion. The boat

is easy to build and is of rigid construct
room inside the boat for radio control equip

There ts plenty of

Price £1 17s6d



An entirely new stream line Y pointfrom
Peco, for all O0/H0 model trains. No
more loose rails to pull out, the rails are
now actually moulded firmly into the
base providing perfect flush surface

n plastic and metal rail joints.

There are no unwanted bumps or
misalignments to mar the smooth
running of the trains over this point,
Fitted with its own switch contacts it

twohas the electrical advantages
Independent circuits so that there are
no extra

Pivoted blades for ease of
movement and the tie rod is moulded
buy.

or point levers to

in unbreakable plastic. Can be quickly
converted to electrical operation. Price
10s 6d.

A new type battery operated miniature portable lathe and vertical
-*-in

ing machine has been produced by New Lines Marketing Co
Ltd, (11 Dryden Chambers, Oxford Street, London, W.1). Known
as the Mini-Lathe, it has a voltage of 6 to 12 volts and is powered
by dry batteries or car batteries and measures only 9^in in length,
by 4^ in wide and 5 in high. The power unit is a Minidrill which
when mounted on its stand horizontally, can be used as a lathe for
precision work in various applications where a heavy drill would
be impracticable, With the aid of various tools such as miniature
circular saws and rotary cuttors this versatile machine can be
used for slitting, slotting, milling, drilling and other Intricate
lathe work of this nature. It can drill small holes through certain
metals such as { in brass, copper, etc. in a few seconds. The
•Minidrill' can be detached and held in the hand if required.
Being independent of the mains supply it can be used in out-
houses, work sheds and anywhere in the open, It is strongly
constructed of heavy gauge steel and duralumin and if desired
can be worked from the mains supply when connected to a
suitable transformer rectifier unit. Its price is £12 12s. The
Minidrill power unit costs £4 7s 6d.

. .
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Scale replicas of a 1915 Ford Model T and a 1927 Bentley 3-litre,

the first models in an entirely new range known as Corgi Classics,
have been produced by the Mettoy Co. Ltd. Object of the series,
which has already absorbed three years of research and develop-
ment, is to recapture in model form the historic years of motoring,
Choice of the Ford Model T, first mass-produced automobile,
was therefore an appropriate one for the range, and the resulting
model has turned out very lifelike. There are authentic pattern
tyres complete with valves, driver's controls, moulded 'button
leather' upholstery,
transmission shaft

characteristic transverse front-spring,
handle, lamps and spare-wheel.

With the model is a removable driver and his lady passenger both
in period dress. The Corgi Model T. costs 10s 6d.

By contrast with the Model T, the Corgi Bentley is an exact replica
of the 1927 3-litre Le Mans Team Car, 'Old number T in which
S. C. H, Davis won the epic 1927 Le Mans for Britain after using the
car as a battering ram to smash through a barricade of crashed
cars blocking the course. Such is the fidelity of detail that even
the exhaust pipe on the model is hollow and finished in burnished

wheels, separate brake drums, correct pattern
separately cast

co Wir
tyres, plated headlamps and radiator shel
chassis and all under-chassis detail are other delightful features
of the model. Mesh stone-guards are moulded into the wind-
screen and headlamps while the dashboard and cockpit are
meticulously reproduced. Seats and hood are moulded to the
correct pattern the hood being a snap fit on to the cockpit so that
it can be removed to leave the car in open trim.

A removable moulded driver in>racing overalls an- 1 soft helmet
sits at the wheel and the racing number '3\ front and rear,
completes the detailing. It costs 12s 6d.
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A new 64-component plastic construction kit In the compre-
hensive Airfix OO/HO scale model railway rolling stock range, is

the Prestwin 20-ton Twin-Silo wagon. The Prestwin is a bulk

discharge vehicle, many of which are now in use with British

Railways. The kit costs 2s,

The latest GEM locomotive kit to run on 12 m/m gauge is the
Festiniog Railway 'Earl of Merioneth' Fairlie Patent Locomotive.
All parts are metal castings with excellent detail. Wheels, axles

and working running gear are included in the kit which is to a

scale of 5j m/m to 1 ft—the same as the other GEM Festiniog

Railway models all of which have been produced in collaboration

with the Festiniog Railway Company. The pnce of the complete
kit is £5 19s 6d with £1 5s extra for the motor which drives all

tour axles. For those who require a non-working model a 'static'

version is available from the Festiniog Railway Company at a
cost of £2 19s 6d.

•

'E' type with everything. The newest release from the Danish
firm, Tekno, is an *E' type Jaguar with opening doors, boot and
bonnet. With detailed engine, wire wheels and interior trim. It

must rank as one of the best die-cast models so far produced
anywhere in the world. Imported by Auto-Models Limited, 70

Ftnsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2., the retailed price is 15s

Rev oil has introduced for the first time ever a 2s range of aircraft.

These first three kits are boxed, all to 1/72 scale and represen-
tative of the standard of detail usual in Revell kits. Each kit

includes in the detail a pilot figure, rotating wheels and propeller.

They are: H.631 Nieuport 17C, (illustrated) the famous Wo
War I French fighter plane which was so successful in combat
that the Germans actually ordered it to be copied. H.632 Fokker
D.VII, considered by many to have been the finest fighter of the

German Air Force in World War I, the Revell kit is a replica of

the one flown by Hermann Goering. H.633 SE,5a, many British

aces of World War I made their kills in this British fighter, which
could out-manoeuvre most of the German aircraft of its day.

Thts Revell model bears the markings of No. 41 Squadron, R.F.C,

An entirely new international family word game introduced into

the United Kingdom from the U.S.A. and Canada is 4 CYTE, It

can be played solo, or by a group and provides instructive and,

educational amusement for children and adults of all age groups.
It is a word game played with lettered tiles. The object is to build

up six letter words in crossword channels to score points, A
m

helpful instruction book is enclosed with each set. This book
also gives descriptive details of the international championship
contest and prize awards. There are two sets: the table model at

£1 9s 6d and the armchair model at £2 17s 6d.

-

.-..
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You're not a bad group—but
a bit too old for these days.

*

4

Why does a humming bird hum?
Because he doesn't know the wo s.

* * *

Why does the traffic light turn red?

Because it has to change in the
middle of the street.

* * *

One cannibal said to another: itThis
is terrific soup, some of the best I've

ever tasted.
11

His friend replied, "Yes, my wife
does make marvellous soup . . . but
I must say I shall miss her."

* * *

For every schoolboy with a spark of

genius there are a dozen with
ignition trouble.

r:6
The combination sure went like a bomb this morning!

A boy had reached eight years and had
never said a word. His parents were very

upset about it. Then one morning at breakfast
he said, "I want more sugar on my cornflakes."
Overjoyed, his mother said,

MThose are the
first words you have ever spoken in your life.

re." "Up till

IT

didn't you speak to us
now, IT

said the
11

i
everything has been O.K."

* * *

An employer was interviewing a youth for his

first job, and said, *'You can only have the job

as long as I am convinced that you are a res-

ponsible young man."
"Oh, that's all right, sir", said the boy,

school, whenever anything
headmaster told me I was responsible.

went wrong
ii

•At

the

* * *

There used to be a time when a parent could
promise his son the moon without having to

buy him a space suit.

* * *

I am not threatening you, friend. Just put down your hands and
take me to your leader.

Automation means thatwe are leaving the push-
button age and are entering a new age in which
buttons push themselves.
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the first battery-operated showing machine converted

ini
excluding minidrill

The machine will drill Brass, Aluminium, etc. tt will do slitting, slotting, milling, drilling etc

"W m

\

•r

No Minidrill kit

PLEASE NOTE this coupon is not available where you have a
local dealer,

MAIL ORDER DEPT. MM3.

NEW LINES MARKETING CO. LTD.,

11, DRYDEN CHAMBERS, OXFORD ST.,

LONDON, W.1.

PLEASE SEND NO KIT/LATHE, TO

NAME * * *

ADDRESS » -

* i

*•*.., + .

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/P.O. FOR s.

•"
. -.

-

V *

***v*fe**#*«

ft • * * i|IIM##lll*iMflilifMii«tv * * i *********** » * « « • *
!

MINIDRILL KIT PRICES

No. 1 kit 27/6 No. 6 kit 67/6

No. 8 kit 87/6 No. 9 kit 97/6

TRADE TERMS
(Dealers are invited to write in for special trade offer)

in

11 Dry den Chambers Oxford Street • London W.1
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A view of the completed model

Parts required.—12 of No, 1 ; 18 of No. 2

5 of No. 3; 1 of No. 4; 9 of No. 5; 8 of No. 8

6 of No. 10; 4 of N
i

11
f
16 of No. 12: 3 of

No. 16; 2 of No. 18a; 1 of No. 20a; 1 of No
22; 1 of No. 22a; 1 of No. 23a; 1 of No. 24

179 of No. 37a; 179 of No. 37b; 28 of No. 38
1 of No. 40; 1 of No. 46; 1 of N 48

N 48 of N 48b; 1 of N 51

*

»

No. 52; 2 of No. 53; 2 of No. 54; 6 of N
1 of No. 80c: 2 of No. 90; 2 of

2 of N 126
I

N 186a: 6 of N

8 of

2 of

>. 59;

90a;
189:

6 of No. 190: 2 of No. 191 ; 4 of No. 192: 2 of

214: 8 of No. 215 of N 216: 4 of

No. 221 ; 1 No. 1 Clockwork Moto

Spanner

model from Outfit No

It is evident from the accompanying illustrations that.

although the model described here is called Blackpool

er. is meant to a per

replica of that famous northern landmark is, in fact '

a reproduction in Meccano which follows the basic

lines of the real thin si, so that its identity cannot be

mis ;cn, but is not exact in detail.

One particularly interesting feature incorporated in the

construction is a working lift, powered by a No.
Clockwork Motor. As this Motor is equipped with reverse

gearing, the lift can be made to ascend or descend at the

flick of a lever,

The main structure, or tower proper, is built on a base

frame consisting of four 12£ in Angle Girders 1, which are

bolted together as shown in Figure 1. This frame is

at the rear on two 34 in in

Plates 2, and at the front is bolted to two 5£ in by 2| in

Flanged Plates 3 forming the ends of the front facade of

the tower. The Flanged Plates are joined at the rear by a

12J in Strip 4 and a 12£ in Strip 5.

Each buttresses similarly built. A 2| in by £ in Double
Angle Strip 6 is bolted to the Angle Girder 1 which runs

with the front of and a second

2\ in by £ in Double Angle Strip 7 is bolted to the Strip

5. A 5£ in by 24 in Flexible Plate 8 is attached to the

Double Angle Strips 6 and 7, then a 5£ in Strip 9 is fixed

to the flange of Plate 3, at the same time bolting a 2i in

2£ in Flexible Plate 10, a 2| in Strip 11, two 2\ in by

Hin Triangular Flexible Plates 12 and a 5J in Strip 13

in Strip 13 is to Flexible at

the bottom by means of an Angle Bracket, and a Curved

Strip is bolted between this Strip and Strip 9. Each
buttress roof is represented by a 2| in by 2\ in Flexible

Plate and then a I J in Rod, held in a Collar, is fitted to

the top of the Triangular Flexible Plates 12.

Two 2| in by 2\ in Flexible Plates edged with 2\ in

Strips are bolted to the Strip 4, and the 2| in Strips are

connected at the top by a compound 3\ in curved strip,
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formed from two 2h in Curved Strips. Next, two 5i in

by 2£ in Flexible Plates 30, edged by a 5 J in a 2| in

Strip, are joined together and are fixed at the front to the

Angle Strip 6 by Angle Brackets. Two 5J in

rip 5,by H in Flexible are then bolted to the

thus completing the front of the building.

Two 4£ in Flanged Sector Plates are bolted to the Girders

1 and these are

Trunnions 26. Eight

Girders

by two 5^ in Strips and two
in Strips are bolted to

spaced two holes from the intersection

of the Girders. They should be bent slightly and boltc

to four 12J in Angle Girders 14. at the same lime bolting

in place four 3£ in Strips 15, Angle Girders 14 are joined

at the top by four 2\ in Strips 16.

On two sides of the tower, 12£ in Strips 17 are fitted

i[i nbetween the Strips 15 and 16. then two 31 in

Double Angle Strips 18, spaced

Double

r a 2i in by Uin
Angle Strip 19 with its lugs facing downward

are bolted to the 16 >n the remaining two sides.

com
secured

Strips 20, built up from 5J in Strips, are

the

the lugs of Double
Rod which carries

15 by Fishplates tlien to

Strip \9 by means of a 31 in

loose ey 21. hold

fromthis Rod in place. A cylinder is construe

two 4| in by 2£ in Flexible Plates 22 and is then bolted

to the Double Angle Strips 18, the top being covered by
two Semi-circular Plates 23 bolted to the lugs of th

Double Angle Strips 18. The 24 in er 24 is

in position by a 3 in ed Rod fixed between a Bush
Wheel and Semi-circular Plates 23, as shown Thc

balcony is built from eight Formed Slotted Strips, bolted

to the Angle Girders 14 six holes from the top, to which
four 5i in by 1£ in Flexible Plates 25 are attached by
Angle Brackets.

The Plates 25 are edged by 5J in Strips and are secured

to each other by Angle Brackets at the bottom and
Double Angle Brackets at the top.

A No. 1 Clockwork Motor, fitted with a
5

J 2 in Rod to

serve as the output shaft, is bolted to the Angle Girder 1

.

Drive is taken from a £ in Pulley with boss on the output
** -tip

shaft to a 2 in Pulley mounted on a 3| in Rod jour-

Trunnions 26. The Rod also holds a 1 innailed in

Pulley 27 with boss and two Fishplates 2<X.

The
This

cage
the lift to be built. A Uin r

i in

Double Angle Strip, with a Fishplate and a 2| in by £ in

Double Angle Strip fixed to each lug, is bolted halfway

m the inside face of a 2i in by i in Flanged Plate 29.

Bolted to the Fishplates is a second pair of 2\ in by \ in

Double Angle Strips 31. Cord is now tied to the top

flange of Plate 29, is passed over the Pulley 21, led down
the length of the tower, around Pulley i and is then

tied to the base of the cage. This gives the lift cage its

vertical movement. Cord, serving as a cage guide, is

tied to the Fishplate 26, is passed through the holes in

the lugs of the outer pair of 2£ in by £ in Double Angle
Strips in the lift cage, and is then tied to the Rod carrying

Pulley 21.

All that remains to be done is to tie cord between the

Strips which form the lower portion of the tower, to act

as bracing wires, and the model is finishe

Top: The base of the model, and the lift.

Bottom: The top of the Tower, showing construction
of the balcony.
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by Spanner

a

new cano model om u t

Kitchen implements and labour-saving devices regularly

prove fascinating subjects for the keen model-builder,

know of washing machines, scales, floor-polishers,

coffee-grinders—and many other things besides—-that
have been produced in Meccano, and some of them have

been able to the same duty as the prototype.

By far the most popular machine or, at least, the one

most copied is the common food mixer, and here we
give building instructions for a simple model based on
such a device.

One glance at the illustration is enough to show you
that the model is purely a representation which could

not be used to mix food, but this situation could easily

be changed. If the existing mixing bowl were rep

by an enamel or plastic mug, and a motor fitted in place

of the handwheel, then it would make quite a successful

little mixer.

Returning now to the replica as it stands here, the base

is a 5\ in by 2£ in Flanged Plate to both sides of which

are bolted two 5\ in by \\ in Flexible Plates 1 and three

5\ in Strips 2. A 4i in by 24 in Flexible Plate 3, fixed at

the top by a 2\ in by \ in Double Angle Strip and at the

om by Angle Brackets, is fitted in position, at the

same time bolting a 2\ in Strip in place at each end.

Next 2\ in Strips 4, together with two 1 in loose Pulleys,

in place byare loosely on a 3J in Rod
ring Clips, and a second 2\ in Strip 6 is fixed to

Strip

Double
on each side by a Fishplate. i

Angle Strip

i in by £ in

is bolted ips as a

strengthened

sides are constructed Strips being

joined by two Formed Slotted Strips 7 and two 2\ in

l£in

Stepped Curved
1 ^

Plast ic Plates, as shown. Two 21 in

are then to by
Angle Brackets and a 2\ in Strip 9 is bolted across them.

The top of the Mixer is completed by attaching a

2£ in by 2\ in Curved Plate to Strips 4 by Obtuse Angle

Brackets. The whole of the top should then tilt back,

pivoting on the Rod 5, and a 2 in Rod, attached to

Strip 6 a Rod and Strip Connector, as a

a 5J in 2\ in

form the sides of the

two Semi-m
Brackets to the sides.

passes

handle for this operation.

by 2\ in Flexible

Plate, bolted

mixing bowl, and the bottom is

Circular Plates joined

The mixing arm is a

the Strip 9. It is held above and beneath this

1 in Pulleys with boss and it also has a 2 in

Pulley on top.

Bolted to the 5| in by 2£ in Flanged Plate forming the

is

journalled a 1£ in Rod that has a 8-hole Bush Wheel 11

on one
round

base is a Flat Trunnion 10, and through its apex

and a 1 in Pulley on the other. Cord is passed

1 in Pulley up over of the

Pulleys on Rod 5, round the Pulley which rests on Strip

and back over the second Pulley on Rod 5. A £in
Pulley without boss is fixed to the Bush Wheel 11 by a

I in Bolt forming a handle.

Parts required.—6 of No. 2; 7 of No. 5; 2 of

No. 10; 6 of No. 12; 2 of No. 12c; 1 of No. 16;

1 of No. 17; 1 of No. 18a; 1 of No. 19s; 1 of

No. 20a; 3 of No. 22; 2 of No. 22a; 1 of No.
23; 1 of No. 24; 2 of No. 35; 45 of No. 37a;
44 of No. 37b: 6 of No. 38; 1 of No. 40; 2 of

No. 48a; 1 of No. 52; 2 of No. 90a; 1 of No.
111c; 1 of No. 126a; 2 of No. 189; 2 of No.
191 ; 1 of No. 192; 2 of No. 194; 1 of No. 200;

1 of No. 212; 2 of No. 214.
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by Spanner

The Meccano automatic forward and reverse gearbox

Meccano has many uses over and above its primary
function as a miniature-engineering hobby, but only

recently did I hear of one really imaginative use to which
rising businessman in Kingsbridge, Devonan

has put it.

Mr. F. R. Turner runs a confectionery business in

Kin idge, and, as an attraction, features anima
displays in his shop window. Not only does he himself

to operate themabuild

display, but he also makes out of sugar and chocolate,

the actual moving figures and objects which appear in

the

consisted of a large, imitation iced cake with a revolving

For example, his last Christmas 'show'

stage inside. This stage was partitioned in five sections

with a different scene portrayed in each, Doors in the

side of the cake opened when a button was
automatically switching on the stage lighting as they did

so. At the same time, the stage began to revolve slowly,

and this continued until the doors automatically closed

at the end of the cycle.

Forward and reverse gearbox

Moving on to the illustration on this page, here© you see

a very useful Automatic Forward and Reverse Gearbox,
which is constructed as follows:

A casing is built up from two 3| in by 2,1 in Flanged
Plates connected by two 2-J in by 2i in Flat Plates, the

upper edge of each Flanged Plate having two 3\ in

Strips 1 bolted to it. The input shaft is a 4 in Rod, fitted

with a 1 i in Sprocket Wheel 2. a Gear 3, a Worm 4 and
a i in Pinion all tightly to the Rod. In mesh
with Pinion 5 is another ^ in Pinion 6 on a 1^ in Bolt

eId in the Flanged Plate by nuts. This Pinion is to

turn on the Bolt.

The layshaft is a 4J in Rod which carries a 1 in Gear 7,

a Collar 8 and yet another $ in Pinion 9, between the

Flanged Plates, and a i in Pinion with § in face 10 outside

the Plates. The gears are so placed that when Pinion 9 is

fully in mesh with Pinion 6, the gears 3 and 7 are out of

mesh. When the shaft is moved to the left, there must be

a very short neutral, where neither the Pinions 6 and 9

nor the Gears 3 and 7 are in mesh, before the two latter

gears come into mesh.

second 4 in Rod forms the shaft and this

carries a f in Sprocket Wheel 11 and a 57-teeth Gear 12,

both outside the Flanged Plates. No matter how far the

layshaft moves, this Gear must be in constant mesh with

\ in Pinion 10.

To the inside of Flat Plate 13 a Double Arm Crank is

fixed in such a way that its boss is in line with the centre

hole of the Plate. The bolts which hold the Crank in

position also hold two 11 in Strips in place on the outside

of the Plate. A \\ in Rod is journalled in the boss of the

Crank by two Washers, and is held in place at its other

end by a Collar. The Gear is meshed with the Worm on
the input shaft. A Sleeve Piece is pivotally connected to

Gear 14 by a f in Bolt which passes through one of the

in the Gear and is held in the boss of the Sleevreholes

Piece by a Grub Screw.

A 34 in Strip 15, held in the Sleeve Piece, is connected to

a 1£ in Strip 16 by f in Bolts, but is spaced from it bv
Collars. Another Collar 17 is between the Strips

and the whole arrangement is slipped on to a 2 in Rod 18.

Collar 17 is fixed to the Rod. Four 2\ in Strips, to which
a 19 is bolted, are attached to Flat Plate 13

in Bolts and Rod 18 is fixed in the boss of this Crank

t

Finally, a f in is in the centre hole of 3i in

nuts, so that its head is located between therip 15

boss of Gear 7 and the Collar 8. This is instrumental in

ging gear.
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Linesman other furniture. The material is sold block d has
a st i if. spongy

like hai

feeling,

dipped

d at closely it appear
in wax or rubb To use this

material for foliage, a piece of approximately the right size

d weight for the twig to which it is to be glued should

xorse hair. This piecebe pulled from the main 'block' of
then be expanded by pulli

d thumb Using a strong e

li
fc

Bostick (white), Uhu, or other similar adhesives,

Evostick,

affix

the rubberise to quired b or

twig. This action should be repeated in the case of every
bra

hard

c

e

of the tree, and when the

ed ih

e

P of fi

plet

medium yellow g
lining oil

e should be sprayed a

atively, dipped in a

of this sh c. Before pa i n t

I promised, hist month, to tell you how to build trees,

dries, sawdust previously dyed should, be sprinkled on to
the rubberised horse hair.

but before doing so I would like to say a word about When the paint has dried, the trunk can be given a coat

commercially-produced trees, some of which, although a
little expensive, are excellent reproductions of the real

thing. Among manufacturers of model trees are Bntains
Ltd., Gem, Merit, Welkut, Slater, W.

of brown and grey, and parts of the

n
can be

wn to represent branches. This method gives a
very inexpensive tree

H. a E.R.G
most recently introduced range of trees is that

Britains Ltd., who offer a wide ranee ofproduced

different types, among them the oak, the apple tree, the

birch, the pine and others, all of which are made sinely

in kit

cost more. These kits are made from resilient

a great many can be made
during the course of an evening.

Steel wool is a Very similar material to rubberised horse
hair in the sense that it has to be expanded with fingers

ran for approxtma 2s 6d. Some, however,

which moulded on it leaves, branches, and,

and thumbs before being glued to the branch, Thi
has to be painted and dipped in either dyed tea leaves or,

alternatively, dyed sawdust. The difference

these two materials is that

ween
leaves gives a more

representative leaf appearance, whereas sawdust offers
case of the apple tree, the apples themselves. The trees a better impression of foliage. Loofah is, in my opinion,
are to scale, and it may, therefore, surprise some of my much inferior to either steel wool or rubberised horse

ers to learn that the model of the oak tree stands a
full 9 in high.

The oldest and a well-known range of lineside accessories,

much
hair, but it can be used with

erit, who manufactureincluding trees, is produced
plastic products in kit form. In the case of both Britains

and Merit, kits are extremely simple to assemble and
can, in fact, be put together in about fifteen minu
The kits produced by Merit are produced in threes

As my readers may
know, this material is sold in blocks by wallpaper shops,
hardware stores, and Woolworths. To make it look like

foliage, it has to be skilfully cut into the shaoe repre-
sented by the branches and leaves. It is then coated with
tea leaves or sawdust.

ehen has

urs

sixes (boxed).

ich gives

becom
a very

popul for

ective tree

Trees by GEM and W. & H., also of a quite high

standard, are not of plastic, and non-plastic trees are also

made by Welkut Model Products. Those from the last-

named manufacturer are cheap in price and are intended

g materials for tropical fish tanks, although
s

e s. They are not quite as

ie trees produced by

for ove

detailed as Britain's or Merit's.

Slater are of outstanding quality, and incorporate the

minutest detail. They are, however, a little dearer than
the other products mentioned.

from shops selling plants, and, in some cases from shops
suppl3

many mod
2s 6d. It req

be

water

s are now stocking it in packs costi

s some preparatory treat me nt fore
ing used for foliage. It should first be washed

i f d

the d in a dilut

sist of one t iy

other

of gl>

material, and
;rine which

two or thr

should

The most ar of building trees at ome

involves the use of twigs of a suitable size to represent an
OO scale tree. These twigs should

1. A

a reasonably
...

thick stem to represent the tree trunk, and a large number
of small twigs branching off the main stem
carrying operations any further, it would be just as well

to dip the twig in a preservative such as diluted glycerine,

view from the Coombe Bissett branch model
railway owned by Mr. C. Oates. The photograph shows groups
of trees built by various methods. Photo. 'Railway Modeller',

of2. A picturesque scene on a layout owned by IIIifTe Stokes,
Lower Dowdeswell, near Cheltenham, which shows four or five
trees built on the

available from most chemists. The fo I iaee can consist of
any one the following: rubberised horse hair, lich

sawdust, tea leaves, steel wool and loofah.

e 1

1

wire principle as described in the article.
Photograph by courtesy of the 'Railway Modeller".

3. The poplar and the oak from Britains Ltd, They are construc-
ted from quickly assembled kits and are made to scale. They are
two of a range which also includes the silver birch, pine and
a

with rubberised horse hair, this is sold by
firms, and is for rejuvenating settees and

e.

4. A typical type of twig used to form the main trunk of a model
tree.
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e inwater. When the lichen is dried it should be dipp

paint of medium green shade, or alternatively, Humbrol
foliage green pn int. Still another way is to colour the

lichen with brown paint, to represent the branches, tea

leaves or sawdust then being added.

The drier the lichen before painting, the darker the

resultant colour will be. If you ^\o not wish to add tea

leaves or sawdust the foliage should be painted green.

If you wish, you can add leaves to the outside of the

lichen, then dip the tree in a solution of glue and sprinkle

green flock over it. The green hock gives a much finer

finish than sawdust or tea leaves, but in my opinion the

flock method is unsuitable for use on rubberised horse

hair or loofah.

The last method I want to describe this month is one

involving a little more skill than those already mentioned

and trees built in this way require a muhi-strand cable

such as Bowdcn cable or. alternatively, electrical multi-

strand flex. The trunk of the tree is made from several

of the cables bound together with cotton, and the

branches are portions of one of the cables taken off at

a suitable angle and divided at its ends to give the twigs

and shoots.

It is advisable, when making a tree by any of the methods

described, to have photographs of a tree or trees in front

of you so that you can see the angles at which branches

sprout from the trunk. Tree roots can be represented by

splaying out the lower ends of the cables in different

directions. When branches and shoots have een

ged to your satisfaction, the trunk can be wrapped
gummed paper, starting at the bottom and workin

e crackup the trunk. Plastic wood is used to fill in

at the lower end of the tree and to cover up the joints in

the paper wrapping. The brown paper wrapping is taken

only half-way along the branches, the remainder of the

wire being left bare until painting. At this stage, the entire

tree should be given a coat of brown paint mixed with

grey and, if you like, other colours. The ends of the

twigs should be coated wi aum . w
or very e

is then dipped

sawdust. This method is not

suitable for beginners, or for anyone who wants to

produce a lot of trees in a hurry. It does, however, give

an excellent representation as you will see from one of

our photographs.
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Dinky Toy news
by Chris Jefley

Recently i was asked my opinion as to what was the most
discussed new car (real, not Dinky) to be released during

the past year 'A cult question
1

, I thought i

have still not been able to decide on a definite answer.

although I have considered the matter at length.& My
vote was for the Rover n

to the Triumph 2000, then to the Ford Corsair and so

,
until, now, I simply cannot make up my mind.on

If you, pon on the question, may
well come up against the same brick wall.

Uncertain or not, however, I am sure you will agree

that, even if it is not the most talked-about vehicle,

the Vauxhall Viva is well up in the front rank of conver-

sational subjects. Perhaps, also, the new Dinky model

of the Vauxhall Viva will be as actively discussed in the

model car field.

VauxhalFs announced the Viva on September 27,

and, thanks to an excellent publicity campaign, people

ures. But for any readers whosoon w its main

1 A close-up of the Viva showing the opening
bonnet and boot.

2 This realistic scene, making use of

buildings, features the new Vauxhalf
Dinky Toys No. 136.

3 Di Toys new Bedford TK Tipper No. 435,

did not obtain the information at that time I repeat the

car's outstanding features here. Theoretically, the Viva
is a small car, being powered by a 4-cyUnder engine of
only 1057 cc capacity, but it certainly has the

of a much bigger vehicle. Gross power output at

5,200 rpm is 50 1 blip and
rear

, when transferred to the

through a four-speed, all-synch romesh
gearbox, results in a top speed of 80 mph, and a cruising

of 70 mph. Overall dimensions are:— wheelbase

7 ft 1\ in; length 12 ft 1 1^ in; width 4 ft 1 If in; height

(laden) 4 ft 5^ in; front track 3 ft 1 1 § in ; rear track

4 ft 0J in. Spacious seating is provided for four adult

but two adults and three or even four

children could be easilv accommodated.

'Best buy'

Luggage space is always an essential feature of any
have not

boot.

family car

gotten

the designers of the

. An amazing
with a capacity of 10f cu ft for hard luggage is included,

in addition to the spare wheel. The separate front seats

tip forward to give easy access to the rear

the car being a two-door model, yet little inconvenience

is. caused by this as both doors are made specially large.

Interior upholstery is in tough Vynide, which is both

smart in appearance and easy to clean. Concluding, it

is safe to say that the Vauxhall Viva is a 'best-buy' in

its class.

One important question now, of course, would be, 'Is the

Dinky Toys Viva a 'best-buy* in its Class?' The answer

Undoubtedly, yes'. This is a really superb little

miniature which closely follows the lines of the prototype
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right from the distinctive Vauxhall radiator grille down
to the door handles and

ude windows s

1 1 1 1e r

iitiines, Prestomatic

Features

The model also has a die-cast base that sports consid

wheel suspension in addition to an opening
covering a detailed engine, and an opening boot.

er-

able chassis detail. On it are shown the outlines of the
main chassis members, the engine and gearbox, plus the
propel lor shaft, exhaust system and differential casing.

colour-schemes are available, one similar

of grey, and the other ato the real car, a neat

brilliant blue. This

used on
r finish has never been

a
3

Toy. Overall dimensions are: length
in; width 1* in; height 1 £J in; and wheelbasc 2& in

So much for the Viva. Now let me deal with this month's
second new Dinky, Last month, you may rem
released a breakdown wagon » with

we
com

mercially-famous Bedford TK chassis under the official

name Bedford TK Crash Truck. This month we have
another model fitted with a similar chassis but, instead
of a towing winch, a tipping

com
is attach e The

replica, numbered 435 in our lists, is termed
Bedford TK Tipper, and it can be seen to good advantage
in my accompanying illustration.

raulic ram
As, in April, I gave details of the prototype chassis,

there seems little point in repeating that information here.

Instead, I will move on to the Dinky Tipping Lorry itself,

which should prove particularly popular with commercial
vehicle fans. Besides the detailed TK chassis, which is

equipped with such standard fittings as windows, seats

and steering the tipping body or load platform
has collapsible sides and an opening tailgate, hinged at

Movement is governed by a single, centrally-the

situated ic ram, and finish is

in an eye-catching orange colour.

Regarding the remainder of the model, the cab is grey
with a blue roof, the chassis and the iator

grille are silver, and the wheels are blue,

dimensions are:— wheel base 2f in; length 2ft in; width
2^ in; height

raised) 3jf in.

lowered) 2^ in; height (body

Dinky in Argentina
I am always pleased to hear from correspondents over
seas and I had a letter from Carlos Sanchez

Mr. Vacca lives in San Luis Province, Argentina,
and has been a Dinky Toys collector since 1947. He has
an extremely large array of pre-war models, one of the
biggest, in fact, of which 1 have ever heard. He also has
numerous current

varied

and thus possesses a very
With this he holds several large-scale

rmed on the realraces 'similar to the ones

highways of Argentina', as he himself writes. Continuing
Mr. Vacca says, *Dinky collectors are getting more and
more interested every in these races, especially in
San Luis Province and also in other Argentine provinces
where they have become known, thanks to our fellow
collectors!'

Mr. Vacca has promised to me a summary ot

the rules controlling the races and, when he does, I ma>
be able to refer to them in some future issue.
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listed below are some of the dealers who sell Meccano accessories and spare parts.

This /s intended to aid enthusiasts—and there are many of them o cons

require additional spare parts for their Sets. All dealers can, of course, order Meccano

spare parts for their customers, hut those listed here are among our spare part

specialists.

m

C. G. MARSHALL
Maxwell Road
BEACONSFIELD
Telephone : 1092

BATESON'S SPORTS DEPOT LTD.

58 Abingdon Street

BLACKPOOL
Telephone: 24061

TEH'S THE IRONMONGERS
40Z Wimborne Road
Winton, BOURNEMOUTH
Telephone: Winton 309

H. SALANSON & CO. LTD.

83-85 Fairfax Street

BRISTOL 1

Telephone: 2-6185

GORDON EASTON & CO
40 Lowther Street

CARLISLE
Telephone: 22947

i

W. PAINE & CO. LTD.

168 High Street

CHATHAM, Also at Strood and Grays
Telephone: 4S21S

DOLL'S HOSPITAL (YOUNGSTERS)
55 Hallgate

DONCASTER
Telephone: 2831

DERRETT (Toys) LTD
52 High Street

ERITH, Kent
Telephone: 32339

*

THE GUILDFORD
DOLL'S HOSPITAL LTD,
13 Swan Lane, GUILDFORD
Telephone: 61331

WILMANS
Arcade
HITCHIN
Telephone; 4250

THE MODEL SHOP
179 Ferensway

Telephone: 29199

LUCAS'S (Hobbies) LTD.
7 Tarleton Street

LIVERPOOL 1

Telephone: Royal 7562

WAIN'S THE TRAIN SHOP
478 Kingsland Road
DALSTON, LONDON E.8
Telephone: Clissold 8186

BOY DELL'S
Percy Street

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE 1

Telephone; 24281

F. T. B. LAWSON LTD.

New George Street

City Centre, PLYMOUTH
Telephone: 65363

RICHARD MARSDEN & SON LTD.

115 Church Street

PRESTON
Telephone: 3314

LANE'S TOY SHOP
75 High Street

ROCHESTER
Telephone: Chatham 41870

WILTONS SPORTS AND GAMES
Corner Canal and Queen Street

SALISBURY
Telephone: 2984

wtm

J. WALKER
87 Columbus Ravine
SCARBOROUGH
Telephone: 3223

JOHN W. BAGNALL LTD.

Modern Craftsmen's Supplies

South Walls, STAFFORD
Telephone: 3420

LESLIE BROWN
Super Toy and Model Store

95 High Street, Stockton-on-Tees
Telephone: 67616

OVERSEAS DEALERS

AUSTRALIA

Jack Stan bridge's Hobby Shop
54a Canning Highway
Victoria Park, PERTH, W. Aust
Telephone: 6-1668

Walther & Stephenson Pty. Ltd

395 George Street

SYDNEY and Branches
"*^ Telephone: BX 3566

NEW ZEALAND

JACKSON CYCLES LTD.

99 Karangahape Road
AUCKLAND C.2

Telephone: 30-281
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Bayko builds

One of the prime features which distinguishes the modern
office block—or, for that matter, the modern house
from its fore-runner is window space. In the buildings

seems to be more glass than brick

and the result, 1 think, vastly improves life.

My here, is built from Outfit No. 13, and
in it I have tried to ie

fortunately, the design of the parts is a limiting factor,

but it is still an interesting exercise in Bayko construction.

No. 5 Brick Rods are

indicated on
throughout, exce

No. 3 Rods are used.

Remember to fit the Floor the Tie on the

single-storey extension, after completing three layers of
Bricks. Note also that two Red Half Bricks are used in

the front wall to make up one whole brick.

HD

HWB

HWft

3E

3ft 3ft 3ft HE

I I I ¥x

*

•

PLAN 1

%

•

I

W
H

6W
M

a
w
H

3E

l

Above: The completed building.

Below: The angled view, with the roof of the building removed,
showing the method of construction.

Parts required.—2 Bases; 2 Base Links
with Screws; 24 Red Bricks; 12 White
Bricks; 8 Red End Bricks; 12 White End
Bricks; 2 Red Half Bricks; 20 White Half
Bricks; 4 Red Long Bricks; 2 White Long
Bricks; 8 No. 3 Brick Rods; 24 No. 5 Brick
Rods; Doors; 1 13 by 9 Hole Floor; 19
Glazing Materials (Window); 2 Glazing
Material (Large Window); 1 Roof, Type A;
2 Roofs, Type B; 6 Corner Ties; 10
Straight Tie Bars; 19 Windows; 2 Large
Windows.
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The south end of the passing loop is seen here being used
by a Deltic-hauled Pullman train. In the centre an A4 steam loco
backs down on to coaches standing in Newborough Junction
platform. Atthe sametime empty goods wagons are being hauled
to the main sidings by the 0-6-0 Diesel Shunter,

by S. F. Page

what the inrl f one ca

At Christmastime some years

Dublo 'Golden Fl
g a

Locomotiv w
it w
beca

the acorn from which grew a
it determined

loaned to me
sizeable

which I was to model
L.N an E.R

regioi

that

(Longdt

Railways

grew into the

Vewboroug and
Easthyde Railway) which I have mentioned in previous
am
The track, which is laid on a rigid baseboard 16 ft by 4 ft,

with two supplementary baseboards of 3 ft by 2 ft and

itself8 ft by 9 in, is a figure of eisht turned

to form the main line. From this, there is a branch line

to the Port Area and also a branch which leads to hidden
sidings. An inner oval gives access to a large group of
sidings, and also to steam and diesel loco depots, and to

a

river.

line leading to a cement works on a

One mainline track feature which makes for interesting

running is a loop recently introduced beneath a roadway
to by-pass the main station. id-operated points

before and after existing station crossover

any train not required to call at

slow trains.

aliow
e station to pas

Of the 27 Hornby Points throughout the

are solenoid ope

switches.

by a
nine

number of Hornby

The realism of the model trains is enhanced by timetable

theA4 'Goldenwork in i n t>

Fleece' and 'Deltic' Co-Co diesel electric locos. This
provides a number of named trains 'Northumbrian*.
Thing Scotsman* and Talisman* together with several

daily Pullman trains and a recently introduced 'Night
Sleeper*, which is only run when the miniature lights of
the layout take the place of daylight.

Local passenger services are provided by 0-6-0 Tank
Engines hauling suburban stock, picking up the

view of the Port Area. Loaded 'Night Importer' wagons are
to be pu from the quayside by an 0-6-2 Tank Loco

while an A4 backs on to a sleeping car train in the Port station.
The main line southbound track Is seen in the bottom corner,
while the branch line sweeps round to the left.

and cattl eregular daily milk tanker, as well as

wagons, when these are needed.

An extensive range of Hornby goods stock, modern and
of the earlier series re-wheeled to run on 2-rail

provides all classes of goods trains. From the Port Area,
the express 'Night Importer* consists of a number of 12-

ton Ventilated Vans, Banana Vans, Refrigerator Vans
and a Guards Van. Block trains on the regular timetable
include cement trains, a new car transporter train made
up of a series of Low-Sided Wagons with Lowmac
Wagons for commercial vehicles, and fuel trains which
comprise an empty Mineral Wagon, a series of fuel

tankers, a Mineral Wagon and a Guard's Van. This is

the standard assembly for a dangerous load.

Sixteen-ton Mineral

trains, w mixed

Tube Wagons, Bogie

ons make up regular coal

include such stock as 20-ton

Wagons, Flat Wagons with
containers and Saxa Salt and 20-ton Bulk Salt Wagons.
Type 1 Bo-Bo Diesel Electric locos handle much of this

it movement, while local freight is taken care of by
either an 0-6-0 Tank Engine or an 0-6-0 Diesel-Electric

Shunter.

Shunting at the main sidings and in the Port Area is all

controlled by 0-6-0 Diesel Electric Locos. There are

three controllers, one for the main line, one for the inner

loco depots, and the third for theoval, all sidings

Port Area, branch line and hidden sidings.

Control of the trains is by Hornby Semaphor
and Colour Lights. The colour lights, which are gradu-
ally replacing the semaphores, are carefully located to

e Signal s

enabl e the operator to observe from a distance which
way the remote controlled points are set.

Scenic work has been built up by generally accepte
modelling methods em oyin<j hardboard
covered with cheap surgical lint, rough side up, painted
and worked up to realism with flock and dyed sawdust.

In addition to my own twelve locos of primarily L.N.E.R.
or BR. stock, visiting trains come into the region from
time to time. Latest to bring in a *speciaF was the

Castle* hauling Western Region coaching stock.

have to be correctly accounted for in the

overall timetable governing the layout.
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JENKERSON & SONS
Latest of the Peco 7-plank 00 Wonderful

attractive design—black
body with white lettering shaded red; white
flags have red markings.
wooden type chassis.

Wagons,

9 ft wheelbase,

PECOWAY SEATON
Complete kit 10/6

announce their NEW -^

IJAGUAR J

AIR
beautifully styled, fitted with telescopic sight mounting plate. The
best value possible at the low price of £5.5.0 or complete with 3
magnification telescopic sight £7.7.0.

*Ask to try one at your heat deafers, or send for free catalogue.

WEBLEY 8l LTD
24 PARK LANE, HANDSWORTH. BIRMINGHAM 21, Est 1790

For Real Outdoor Thrills

in colourful
materials M
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For the really keen "kiicr". The
wings flap like a bird in flight.
You'll be the envy of everyone
watching you fly "The «- /#*
It™'-. 20 in. hi B l,, |5/g34 in, wide. *" **

THE CUTTER
itly coloured. Suitable for

persons of all ages. Real fun and
excitement can be had from Hying
this kite. 34 in, high, «* *

26 in. wide. K /

If outside our van area, Post and Packing 1/9 on all kites.
GAMAGES. HOLBORN. LONDON, E.C.I. HOLborn 84S4

ff>Vf

Ct KHIT

The Observers Book of
RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVES
H. C. CASSERLEY

In your bookshop late this month the

new edition of Railway Locomotives.

ocomotive design has been developing

for many years as the emphasis moves
farther away from steam and larger

and more powerful diesels and electric

locomotives make their appearance.

There are 8 colour plates and over 150
photographs, 5s. net.

Frederick Warne & Co. Ltd.

1-4 Bedford Court, Strand, London, W.C.2.
™

Everyone knows that youth hostelling

is wonderful fun—and that it's cheap,

But not everyone knows how to
m *

join the Y.H.A, and set about plan-

ning an exciting outdoor holiday.

Now we've made it easy for you—

a

large, straightforward coupon.
fill it In, post it to us. and we'll send

you an attractive free folder and an
enrolment form—everything you want
to know about the Y.H.A. Take your

exploration andfirst

adventure now— post this coupon
today.
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To YOUTH HOSTELS ASSOCIATION
Trevelyan House, St. Albans, Herts.

Please send me free folder Wherever You Go and enrolment
form

NAME... ***#»* m * * * T . A * * * - 1 » **•*

ADDRESS. . .,

•••••••••••••••••••• ••••

m
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In a frog's eye
What is P. Salford.

A. A new in

circuits are designed to produce
effects similar to the natural abilities of
living creatures. The bat's *radar
system' is an example. Another is the
frog's ability to detect small, moving
insects and bigger objects, such as a bird
on the wing, while ignoring all stationary

*

*

:
#
:

:

:

x

objects including dead insects Using
the frog's eye as a model, scientists have
devised an electronic detector which can
spot moving targets and ignore all

others. From this may
kind of selective radar. Bionic
machines', working much like the brain

*

What's your problem?
Have you a problem—in science, history, literature or any other

to which you cannot find the answer?
Ask Tom Sheridan and he will do his best to answer it. If he
cannot, and he thinks one of our readers might be able to help,
he will print your query in this feature. Questions should be
sent on postcards bearing your full name and address (but
these will not be published if you put them In brackets and Just
add yourinitialsorapen name). Address them to TomSheridan,

:
*

*

no Magazine, Thomas Skinner and Co. (Publishers) Ltd.f
* age House, Fore Street, London, E*C2.

You may submit as many questions as you like. We will deal
with as many as possible each issue.

+
+

*

:

•
*

*•4****»*«***#+#4#*M.»**^*^*#^*#»«#4***## ** #*«####»+#M##<h#+^##4+#^# , ####4,»^^#44+#<h+444 +^. il^ <<>„<,«

their lime; they conceived and built was sunk on the World's Fair site 25
marvellous machines—armoured cars,

-sea vehicles, airships and sub-
and nerve systems of animals and marines—in which they travelled all over the Fair are

are also likely to result from the world, and even made a trip From
experiments with 'pattern recognisers* Pole to Pole Through the Centre of the year's capsule.

years ago, on the chance that it would
be dug up 5,000 years hence. Visitors to

invited to inscribe

inclusion in thissig

produced from electronic components.

Skyscraper
Which is the tallest building in the

'Mortar Boy\ Addiscombe
9

present, State
Building in New York, which is 1,248 ft

high. But it will be outdone by the
twin towers, each 1,350 ft tall, of the
new World Trade Centre to be built in
Manhattan, about a mile away from
the Empire State, by 1970.
110-storey building wili be an ob-
servatory from which tourists will have a
45-mile view in every direction.

Mounting mileage
. How many miles are covered every

year by people with their own cars, as
compared with public
Queuer\ Canterbury

ansport ?

A According to recent Ministry of
Transport car d
motor-cycle travel in 1962 amounted to

Rail103,700 million passenger miles.

passenger mileage was 22,800 millioi

and bus and coach passenger mileag
42,400 million. Both the number
vehicles d and the mi g
have multiplied more than two and a
half times in the last ten years. On the

transport mileage
has dropped considerably. By 1980,
says Professor Buchanan in his report
on Traffic in To the umber of

cars in Britain— II mi at
ha\ reached 27

Boy

Boy wonder
Q. Who was Frank
Inventor?—/. McA., Edinburgh

A. Frank Reade Jnr. was a fictional

character whose exploits were related by
Lu Senarens in the Frank Reade Library
published in New York in the 1890s!
Frank and his father were far ahead of

»

Earth. They also ventured into space in

search of a stray and built a
mechanical man. Like Jules Verne's
creations, all their machines were driven
by steam or electricity; they did not

petrol-engine.

Tailless cat

Q. How did the Isle of Man come to
(Mr

have a tailless cat ?

—

P. ams.

Message from 1964

Q- A *Time Capsule* is being shown
at the World's in New York!
What exactly is its purpose*!—'Just

Williarn\ Wednesbury, Staffs.

The Time is a large metal

Stanmore
t Middlesex.

A. Not, as legend has it, because
Noah slammed the door on its tail when
it was late in entering the Ark. Natural-
ists give varying explanations; but we

that the so-called Manx cat is one
of the oldest breeds in the world, being
found as a distinct type in Japan, China,
Siam, Malaya, and many parts of

er containing a collection of films, Russia. Another theory has it that the
records and other items which should
give archeologists of the distant future
a good idea of the world of 1 964. It will

be buried near a similar capsule which coast near Port Erin.

breed was introduced into the Isle of
Man at the time of the Spanish Armada,
when two galleons were wrecked off the

Rooftop parking at Coventry (see Mounting mileage)
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BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS!
No "free gifts

11
or gimmicks but a really FIRST CLASS Approval Service in our BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS, offering modern and new issues in

sees at fair prices, (less a generous discount). Br. Colonials or Whole World lots* outward postage paid, *

obligation to buy. For the best approvals send to us to-day! NO STAMPS SENT ABROAD, (Except Eire),

Wants" lists of modern Br. Cols or G.B

THE BIRKDALE STAMP COMPANY
9 104 Road

>

Postal Business No Callers

PICTURE CARDS
We offer complete

50 Footballers 2/9
50 Cricketers
50 History
50 Fishes
50 Aeroplanes
50 Ships

2/9
2/9
2/9
2/9
2/9

50 Coins
50 Birds
50 Trains
50 Animals
50 Soldiers
50 Butterflies

2/9
2/9
2/9
2/9
2/9
2/9

TREE. Four Mint Southern Rhodesia New Issue.
This latest NEW ISSUE set of attractive colour-
ful, pictorials absolutely FREE to all applicants
for my Popular 'Marvel* Approvals, enclosing 6d.
towards cost of postage, etc. Tell your pare

W, GRANVILLE LUCAS (RS4)

Bargain Packets. All different. Four Mint Colonial
free with all purchases. 20 Aden, 5/9; 100 Aus-
tralia, 5/3; 25 Burma, 2/3; 50 Ceylon, 4/6; 100
India, 2/4; 25 Malta, 2/9; 25 Nepal. 4/9; 50 Paki-
stan, 4/6; 25 Sudan, 4/3. Postage extra.
HINCKLEY, Leicestershire

FREE — Pkts. BRIT. COMMONWEALTH and
STAMP HINGES. Request bargain discount
approvals, B.C. and Foreign (postage 4|d.). G. B.
Nicholson, 41 Collins Rd.t Weduesbury, Staffs.

AL OFFER— 3 sets for 6/6
100 different cards 3/- post free

Send 1/3 for 48-page CATALOGUE with over 400
illustrations.

™

KENYA 1963 FREEDOM FROM HUNGER
This attractive commemorative set offered as a
FREE GIFT to all approval applicants enclos-
ing postage. YULW0NTM0R STAMPS (Oept M)

54 Compton Avenue, Lcagrave, Luton, Beds,

MATCHBOX
LABEL

British Colonial 14Approvals, sent on
approval. Single Country Books if preferred.

Satisfaction and personal service guaranteed.
Ashford, 31 A Disraeli Road, Putney, London, 5.W.I

5

This scarce CEYLON label

sent Free to all those
ing 3d, and requesting our

MATCHBOX LABEL

APPROVALS

MATCHBOX LABEL ALBUM
to hold up to 1,200 labels 6/- post free

WE OFFER MATCHBOX LABELS FOR SALE

100 Different Stamps FREE
PLUS Super Magnifying
Glass* 125 Hinges and

Perforation Gauge.

ust requested upwards 6. Col, or Foreign Approval*

Picas® enclose 6d for postage and packing

C, T. BUSH (MM5)
Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset

25 dill.

Bulgaria
Austria

Rumania
SOdifT

Poland
Finland

Jugoslav.

2/6
2/-
4/-

2/6

3/-

3/9
3/-

100 diff.

Belgium 5

Czecho. 5/
G.B. 91
H. Kong 5/

India 5/
Japan 4
Russia
Sweden
Macau

5/-
5'-

5/-

200 dilT.

Czecho.
Italy

Russia
Sweden
Hungary 8/-

500 diff.

World 20/-
1.000 diff.

World £2

10
15/

15/
10/

GIANT CRETE
everyone ordering one

FREE to
1

of these PACKETS
diff.

E. H. W. Ltd. (Dept. M)
12 SICILIAN AVENUE, LONDON W.C1

SO
Chile
Cuba
Greece
Iraq
Malaya
Swiss

Postage
Battstaraps

2/3

2/6
3/9
3/6
2/-

1 100 diff.

Australia
Bulgaria
Canada
India
N. Zealand

6/-
3/6

87-

3/9

200 diff.

Austria
Br. Empire
China
France
Hungary
Italy

6/-
5/-
3/6

5/-
Portugal

PUasc tell your parents.
3d- Extra. CWA LIST FREE,
(C) 16 Kidderminster Road, Croydon,

Surrey,

• ••tci • ••• • • • • • •• •

subscribe now to

H
practical boy's own hobbies magazine

and make sure of receiving your future copies regularly through post.

subscription rates—20s, per year. U.S.A. and Canada $3.00 payable in advance,

please send me the meccano magazine for one year (12 issues) commencing with

. * * - * -

I enclose p.o. cheque value

date ,

name - # *

address # *

. + » « * * * 4 I - * ft % • * » * -ft * n • • * * * *t ******-*#«

Please post this coupon with your remittance for one year to meccano magazine
circulation department, 69 Victoria Street, London S.W.1.

• • # • •# • • #•••«#

2/6,

GREAT BRITAIN

&10/ (cat. 6/3) FR
This packet of stamps is given absolutely FREE to

all genuine applicants for my superior used British

Colonial Approvals enclosing 4*d. in stamps for

postage. Overseas Applications Invited.

D. L. ARCHER (M),
2 LITCHFIELD WAY. BROXBOURNE, HERTS

SERIOUS COLLECTORS SHOULD SEND
FOR SELECTION OF FIRST-CLASS APPROVALS

STATING CHIEF INTERESTS
H. B. LANG, 3 Brooklyn Avenue
South Norwood. London S.E.25

STAMP COLLECTORS
JOIN OUR TREASURE TRAIL!

Receive each month one of our parcels con-
taining many thousands of mixed "off-paper"
stamps. You may keep any you require at 1d.
EACH (or 15 PER 1/- for larger purchases).

MANY HIGHLY CATALOGUED
STAMPS—INCLUDING PENNY
BLACKS—HAVE BEEN FOUND
IN THESE BOXES.

Write TODAY for full details and trial box
icants under 21 f parents' consent please)

to;

THE FAIRLEE STAMP CLUB (M)

Fair Lee, Clifton, Bristol.

Classifiedadvertisements continuedfro

Sports equipment

•B.K • CANOES
Plans, Materials, Accessories, Dinghy fittings and

Sails

G. G. HINTON (6), Milton St., Fairford, Glos. S.A.E.

Radio equipment

Hear
WITH H.A.C. SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS

Noted for over 25 years for . . .

S*W- Receivers of Quality

Improved 1964 Models now available - * .

provide even more startling results*

One-Valve Model "CX" ...,., Price 34/6

Two Valve Model "E" ,. ..
,

Price 52/6

AH kits complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions. Before
ordering call and inspect a demonstration
receiver, or send stamped, addressed
envelope for descriptive catalogue*

"H.A.O." SHORT.WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. M.M.), 44, Old Bond St., London, W.I

Handicrafts

For INTERESTING
HANDICRAFTS & KITS, Send for

FREE Illustrated Price List.

Dtpt, "M", 31 BACK PICCADILLY, MANCHESTER 1
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1

by F. E. Metcalfe

Thematic or topical ?
A Canadian collector wrote recently,
asking if I could tell him the differ

if any, between thematic and
collecting. He said he had noticed ~in a
British stamp paper, that the former
term was always used, but generally in

the U.S.A. thev talked of topical

collecting, when referring to collections

\ow there has been o

of stamps
subject.

to one particular

terms are synony-
mous; it's just a question of usage, and,
of course, they merely refer to collec-

stamps—then collect what you like, as
you like. Hut if you take
seriously, and cannot afford
regard what you spend on stamps, then
remember that sets of stamps, con-
taining mint and used, unless they No doubt other values wi'lf be simi la rlv

change. The new watermark consists of
a triangle with the letters S.A.R.
enclosed, and at the time of writing the
Ic and 2 Ac values have appeared thus.

tions the of the
all have to do with a single subject.
prefer the term thematic, for as far as
the words are used here in Britain

may be different in the U.S.A.) a

include some good items
difficult to dispose of.

are very an So my tip is, go after these
stamps now, particularly mint. (3)

A real beauty
It must be admitted that for sheer

collection based on a theme seems nearer beauty, the stamps of Austria ( 1) get my
the mark than a 'topical collection'. vote every time; for diversity of sub-

jects, the U.S.A. probably wins the

Mint v used
Another collector wrote recen to say
he was very annoyed with stamp dealers.
He had been collecting for ma

and added
v

most of his

prize. True, some of the designs on the
special issues are not so hot, but who
can resist the stamp I am asking the
editor to illustrate (4). Isn't it a beauty?
If this stamp does not top the poll in

Wild life

I have already referred to the popularity
of topical collecting among all classes of
philatelists and you may realise that the
various subjects dealt with vary slightly

in appeal from country to country. But
wild life is very near the top of the poll

most places lly the mag

so

he
stamps were from
they would not have been very costly.
The important point was that he had not
differentiated between mint and used
stamps. He accepted them in either
condition, just as they came his way,
and filled up his blanks with mint

thA VA .ir i., a™,.;,.,,,, ^.„+ * r i .i
,iccnt ^et °f wi *d animals issued by the

™.?£#^n
u
an ?? CSV° hnd

.

the "ndian Post Office last October is stillcountry's most beautiful stamp, then
there must have been some I have not
seen, and I think I have seen them all.

grea t Mr. Kooka. of Bom
bay, kindly sent a first day cover at the
time, and I must admit I was a little

The tip of the month
Africa offers some fascinating

issues which are simply askinc to be

rprised that, for

1 nd

remember* h

stance, there \

as in Africa. ( I

I was g in

copies where he was not able to uet
collected. There is not space to go into
much detail, but, taking the currentothers from the office.

Came the day when he wanted to >ell.
issue,

and with the proceeds, *go in for a games to be got out of it than any other imagine the lions there must fc

tip-top camera'. But when he called on set at present on sale. You need to have

gonia people used to talk about killing
lions, but then they were really referring
nly to pumas, a very different animal,

ft I

y

is more philatelic fun and Hut India has the real thirm. altho

scarce. It is good to see efforts beine
two dealers who had sold him odd a sharp pair of eyes to spot the water- made to protect such ,

did not want to buy his mark differences which exist, but they are It looks as though the days are passed
collection. In each case, they told him
they had no use for general collections

certainly worth looking for. For the time
being I will only refer to the 1961

did not like stamp ing used for
mounting, either. Alas, the camera he
was going to

had the 'Arms' types watermark.
Later, the Ic, 2c, 2Jcm 3c, 5c, 7£e, 10c
and 50c values appeared without water-

when individuals strutted round
g they were great fellows because, from

killed someof mostly ordinary stamps where there issue. When the stamps first appeared a safe distance, they
was a mixture of mint and used. They so

themselves
worth a pi

hand ione than
mal set isIndian an

any collector's album
still remains in the

shop, and my correspondent is very
annoyed with the two dealers in
question. Dealers are, of course, only
too Dleased to buy stamps they can sell

and it is the collectors themselves, in the
main, who do not want to buy collec-
tions of mint and used mixed. Today, a

er has no time to break up un-
important collections for stock, but
mostly has to sell intact, so I am afraid
my correspondent is really blaming the
wrong section of the hobby. I am
mentioning this letter at some length
because the point raised is of consider-
able importance.
collecting for
you are

!WWt £**

It you are only
which means that 1 2 3 4
ng sums on
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Readers Sales and Wants

If you have anything to sell or wish to buy any-
thing, take advantage of the service offered by a
small advertisement in these columns.
The M.M-. is read by over 100,000 people every

month. It circulates in every country w lie re the
English language is spoken. If you wish to sell

your stamp collection, your rabbits, or your tools,

or to purchase a steam engine, a model yacht, or
a hundred-and-one other things, you will be able
to do so through the columns of the M*M.
The rates are 3d, per word, with a minimum of

3s, (cash with order). Readers' advertisements
are published as soon as possible, inclusion in the
first issue after receiving them, however, cannot
be guaranteed.

WANTS
• Pre-war Railway Models,
Stock. Any make. Repair considered.
Edwards, 1 Chcsham Crescent, London, 8.E.20.
• Collector requires English, American, Canadian

and Tokens; also Maundy Coins. Follow-
for cased sets: 1911, £10; 1927, £25;

£10; 1950, £5; 1951, £10; 1953, £5; £100
for any 1887, 1893 t 1902, 1911, 1927, 1937 gold
sets. D. H. Woodbeny, 104 Rtsca Road, Roger-
stone. Moru

Locomotives, Rolling
Butler-

Wanted—Obsolete Aeroplanes, Dinky or similar,

not plastic. List and prices please, T. F# M.
r, Lannock Manor, Hitchin, Herts,

Exchange pre-war Dinky Toy Cars, Commercial
Vehicles in excellent condition, for pre-war Dinky
Toy Army Equipment, Aircraft. P. A.
<AE), 26 Kings Road, Southsea, Hants.
MCT Gauge Hornby Vans. Coaches. *

-MJM.sMGauge Hornby Vans, Coaches,
1920 to 1946, complete years. Pcakson, 86 Dove-
dale Road, Erdington, Birmingham 23,
• Badly wanted by parent whose memory fails

him : pre-war supermodel instructions either in

leaflets or *'M.M.s" t especially for Baltic Tank
and other Locos, Traction Engine, Railway
Breakdown Crane, and Block Setting and other
Cranes, Stewart, 2 The Mount, Oatlands Drive,
Weybridge, Surrey.

British or Overseas express coach service, coach
tour and excursion pamphlets, brochures, etc.,

except those referring to services from London.
Will give in exchange equal number of similar
publications advertising London terminating ser-

vices, M. R. Chitty, 45 Brinkburn Gardens,
Edgware, Middlesex,
English pre-war super models leaflets 1-37,

especially Giant Block Setting Crane, Condition
not important if complete. State price and par-

ticulars. Hilton, 2 Oldknow Road, Marplc, Ches,
Pre-war

#i0" gauge Steam, Electric, Cloc
Locomotives, Bogie Rolling Stock, etc. Details

and price required to i Puttock, 57 Hobleythick
Lane, Westcliff-on-Sea,
Pre-war gauge "0** Locomotives, Bogie Coaches,

Rolling Stock, Details and prices required.

Duroure, 27 Great Eastern Road, Hockley,

Exchange or buy all old English Dinky Toys.
Write: Monsieur Moreaux Jean-Jacques, 6 rue
Tanlon-Bdchefer, 6 Charleville (Ardennes), France.
• Dinky No, 283, B.O.A.C. Coach, any
37 York Road, Bury St. Edmunds, SulTolk.

S.M.L. Giant Dragline or copy, parts 119, 127,

129, 120A. 67- A. Hindmarch. 2 Archer Street,

Off Portland Street, Lincoln.
• Moor Park Bus Co. require Dinky H.E C. f

D.D/s and central entrance D.D/s;you.r price paid.

M. P. Curley, 41 Moor Park Road, Hereford.
M.M.s", Jan. 1950-Decembcr 1962 inclusive;

Please seed list* S,

-

* *

obsolete
Freeman,
Middx.
Wanted :

M. spare parts*

Helmsdale, Green Lane, Stanmore,

Obsolete Dinky Aircraft,
material

especially
if bodies

stam

Flying Boats; pain
sound. Prices, etc, to: D. Moore, 18 St. Pauls

Road, Portsmouth, Hants.
• Toy American Soldiers: Metal.
"England". Paintwork immaterial.

46A Hornsey High Street, London, N,8.
Cigarette Cards taken in exchange for Books,

Postcards, or cash. Manthorp, 16 Bond's Street,

Londonderry,

SALES

• other items
15 Queenshill Ave.,

to
What

s, used, Poland,
wants. Advertiser,

Leeds 17 *

• Meccano Magazines for 1929 and
December 1930, in excellent condition,

offers? Box 1001, c/o "Meccano Magazine".
For Sale. Hornby Clockwork Train, 2.41;

Tender Locos, 1.40 Tank; 9 Coaches, Turntable,

6 Points, over 30 Rails and other accessories.

Sent in tin trunk. Price £3. W. E. Langford,

17 Collins Road, Wcdnesbury.
Several hundred pre- and post-war London and
rovincial Bus Tickets for sale on approval,

A.E. to: R. J. Williamson, 30 Loring Road,
Whetstone, N.20.

fferenl Australian stamps, from 1914-1964;

good condition. Catalogue value is £1 15s. (Aust.

G. Duence, 24 The
New

.

.

money) ; go to highest offer

B roadway t Wahroonga

,

Wales, Australia.
Collection of New Zealand and Australian

Railway and Shipping Photographs, 10/- per doz.
Send for list. Box 23, Tawa, New Zealand.
• Packets of 100 Stamps. Good quality and value,

3/y each. C* E, Applelon, 99 Norbury Crescent,
Norbury, London, S.W.16.
"M.lVLs", January - November 1963, 7/6;
Understanding Science* % numbers 1- 15 and

binder. £L 80 Haymil] Road, Slough, Bucks.
Phone Burnham 2129,
• Chemistry Equipment for sale; S.A.E, M.
StratCul, 86 Upper Sutton Lane, Hcston, Mi
• 1963 Stanley Gibbons "Simplified Whole World
Stamp Catalogue 11

. Excellent condition. 17/6
o,n,o. P. Salkeld, Mount Pleasant Hospital.
Chepstow. Mon.
• "M.M.s" '42, '44, '46, *48

t
*49

t '52. complete;
also intermediate years, nearly complete* Enquiries
and offers invited, Watkins, Central Avenue
Bognor Regis.
Modern South African, on paper; 500 for 4/6

free. East End Mission Stamp Bureau,

*

post
Treloyhan, Ebford,
• "B.O.P.s November 1962

iam, Exeter, Devon.

4«Model
1964;
15/-.

? o

February
Roads", January-February 1964,

Adamson, 17 Morar Street, Methil, Fife.
• Over 2,500 Foreign Stamps, catalogue over £50.
£5 the lot. or 4/- per 100. R. Straight, Box 1454,
Lusaka, N. Rhodesia.
• Thiniblc-Dromc Water Wizard Hydroplane with
049 Glowplug Engine; almost new; used only
once. £4, or nearest offer, not less than £3.

Excellent condition. Please write*: L A. I.

Macdonald, 22 Heath Drive, Hampstead, London,
N.W.3.
Considerable quantity of Triang "00" Locos..

Stations, Rails and accessories* Perfect condition,
brand new and unused* Bargain prices. List on
request. Parkinson, 567 Brunshaw Road, Burnley.
Hornby "00" 3 Rail Train Set, 0-6-2 Tank

Engine, "Duchess of Montrose 1
*
t Co*Bo Diesel

Engine, 2 Coaches, 16 Trucks, Board 4ft.x5 ft.

Many rails, Station, etc. Offers. Trask, 3 Leeway
Avenue, Great Shelford, Cambridge,
Triang standard track, 12 curved, 6 straight;

left hand point; uncoupling rail. Offers. Pius
110 mixed comic magazines. £2/10/- or

near offer. Send 5/* post. Mainly good con-
dition. F t Beevers, Live and Let Live, Kirkham.
Lanes.
Hornby Dublo 3 rail Train Set; 3

2 Transformers; large amount Rolling
on base, 8 ft. by 4 ft* Cost over £60;
lous condition. Accept £20 o.n.o*
post-war Dinky Toys, also large
S.A.E. Wylde, 15 Wolverton Avenue,
mt

Lanes.
3-Dimensional Viewmaster, 6 slides,

o.n.o. Janas, 31 Forth Park Drive,
Fife.
• Meccano enthusiasts interested in Supermodel
Fire Engine with Aerials will receive descriptive
large prints, interesting information, post charges
included, by sending one U.S. Dollar to G.
Rodhe, Tingvallav 9d, Marsta, Sweden*
• "'Caerphilly Castle" t 4-4-2 Tank, G.W.R, and
Pullman Coaches; Parallel points. Offers. Spinks.
Old Bank House, Hampton, Middx,
Numerous Dinky, Corgi and

for sale. Many in excellent
lists. J. Griffiths,
Brampton, Cumberland*
• £30 ; Dublo 3-rail equipment at present forming
double track layout 8 ft. x 4 ft.

mes.
Stock; all

in rnarvel-
Pre- and
collection.
Blackpool,

as new £2
Kirkcaldy,

Spot-on
ition.

Station

models
S.A.E.
Road,

above £7
. 6/-

Bedford.

secures,
per year.

«•M.M.s" t

12 Rye

Highest offer
January 1961 to
Crescent, Cople.

Scientific equipment

APPARATUS
Send 5d. in stamps

for LATEST

PRICE LIST

•

Booklets:

EXPERIMENTS'
1/3

'FORMULAE' 1/3

'EASY HOME
CHEMISTRY'

new edition 5/-

(Posl Free)

(SCIENTIFIC DEPT. G), 60 High St,
STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON N.16

Films

Now you can show
BIG FILMS in your

home to all your friends.

A really super projector and so easy to operate
Uses 8 mm, film—battery operated—motor rcwi
—100 ft. capacity. Exciting Home Movies,
25 ft, 12/6, 50 ft. I8/-t 100 ft/ 37/6.

Try Yours Now from Dept* B.I

lire Film Productions Limited e?. oxford street

Photographs

SHIP PHOTOGRAPHS
3,000 titles. Send 1/- for specimen and list. (M.M.S)

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS LTD., SOUTHPORT

Railways

HORNBY-DUBLO RAIL BARGAINS
2-6-4 Tank Locos 42/-t 2-8-0 Freights 50/-f

Silver Kings 50/*,Kings
electric points

Diesels 45/-
isolating points 4 tor £l p

4 for 44/-, curved rails 12,

rails 2/- each, turntables 25/-, Royal Mail
sets 25/% diamond crossings 6/- (slightly

used items in perfect condition) postage 2/«

Huttoa's. 180 Smithdown Rd. f Liverpool 15.

Educational
n

City of Cardiff Education Committee

.. REARDON SMITH NAUTICAL

COLLEGE, FAIRWATER, CARDIFF

Principal:

Capt. f. N* Rosi
p
R.D., M.I.N*, Master Mariner

PRE-SEA TRAINING
This Residential College provides a
one year's course of pre-sea training

16-18 years who
Merchant

for young men
to become

Officers, Special attention is given to

Cadet's character training, the

ment of reliability, resource-
fulness, trustworthiness and initiative,

to the development of the art of

leadership and power of command,
and to the fostering of a pride in the

as a whole and to

their work and standing in particular.

The College has a 43-ton Auxiliary
Sailing vessel used for practical train-

ing at sea in the Bristol Channel.
Remission of NINE months*
service will be allowed to successful
cadets. Fees for residence and tuition

sea

£170. Local Education Authorities
should be consulted regarding finan-

cial assistance.

Prospectus and further
may be obtained from

Robert E. Presswood,
Director of Education,
City Hall, Cardiff.
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Keswick
(Wembley) HRC
The club has been fortunate in having
on loan for a period the 95 years old 3 in

gauge locomotive 'Topsy'. It was on
view in the CIubroom for three days and
a large number of railway enthusiasts

came to sec this

neering. It was built by Mr, W.
Will iams, at the Boston Lodge Works of
the Festiniog Railway, for the Spooner To bring our activities up-to-date we

Meccano Club. They are Brian Hope
and Alan Williams, and the medals were
presented to them on the last day of
term, March 25.

Finally, S. Kennedy of the Christchurch
(New Zealand) Meccano Club has also

been nominated for a Merit Medallion.

of engi- (New
Zealand) Meccano Club

Family and was modelled on the locos

on that railway at the time

—

1869. The loco used to run on a track
at the Spooner residence at Bron-

y-Garth which overlooked the harbour
of Portmadoc. It remained
family for some years
passed into the hands of the Krtight

start with last November, the outstanding
feature of which was a Meccano 'ear

was limited to saloon cars

only, although members who wished to

do so could remove hoods for the speed

far as Sylfaen on July 25, the date of the

of the Cambrian Railways.
The company still requires more mem-
bers to enable improvements to be carried

out, especially the opening of the
length of line to the new terminus which
is to be established at Raven Square,

Working parties attend the
railway from all parts of the country and
details of these, as well as

about membership, may be obtained
from Mr. A. M. Barnes of 69 Woodvale,
London, S.W.23.

Luton District
section and hill climb. The competition MitliatlirS R.C.
produced a number of well-built cars,

some with direct drive and some with
family of Shrewsbury. Learning of the differential. The speed section was
engine's historic association, and the

Festiniog Railway's revival, they have
returned it to Portmadoc for exhibition.

Merit Medallions
More Awards

merit Medallions

divided into clockwork and electrically-

driven cars and some very fast times

were recorded.

On December 13 last break-up night

was celebrated when 75 members and
parents attended. There were games and
competitions and a display of working

been
during the past few weeks to

members of Meccano Clubs, (writes the

secretary of the Meccano Guild), for

outstanding work on behalf of the
Guild. One goes to Michael Kent,

.

and eerti fi

Sidney Kennedy won
both the open cup and the award for the

best junior. Supper was supplied by
mothers of the members.

aged 14, secretary of Shebbear College, WelshpOOl & LlanfaiT
Beaworthy Meccano Club. Two further

winners are 1 6-years old Alan
and 14-years old John Nicholson, both
of the Consett Meccano Club, Durham,
Alan is a motor mechanic apprentice

left school six months ago;

The club layout is ideally very simple
in design, and is built to a very high
standard of workmanship. It was
completed in time to be exhibited at the

leswade Model Railway
exhibition late last year. The layout
won first prize at the exhibition, although
it was competing with much larger and

uts. It

of three sections, two of which form the

actual track system ofa branch terminus.

The third section contains a turntable

and traverser which is capable of storing
and turning seven trains. Plans are now
well advanced for the next sections,

which will be placed between the present

layout and the turntable. In this way an

LR.P Go.

John is a pupil of Consett Grammar
School and would like to be an elec-

trician. The club has a splendid record
of activity under its leader, Mr. John R.
Goodrum.
Further medallions have been awarded
recently to two members of the City of
Worcester Undenominational School

The season for this railway commenced
on Good Friday, March 27, and will

continue until the beginning of October.
Trains will run at weekends, Bank

available

of varying length wi 1 1 be

It is intended to arrange a few short

outings during the summer season, and
members will also have the chance of

part in the many visits to

and August Bank Holiday locomotive depots organised by the local

inion and

week with a service of one morning and
two afternoon trains. The runnin
time between Llanfair

Castle Caereinion is being cut to half an
hour, and is mainly due to improve-
ments carried out on the track by mem-
bers. It is hoped to extend the service as

rail enthusiasts* club—the South Bed-
fordshire Locomotive Club. A joint

branch line rail tour is organised each
year, it is ho to announce the
1964 details very shortly. In the mean-
time, details of the tours organised by
the South Bedfordshire Locomotive
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Club can be obtained B. C
Lockey, of 107 Carlton Crescent, Luton
Bed s

.

^

The Model

FIXTURES for 7

Track Night (Great Western Group);
14, Track Night (London, Midland and
Scottish Group); 21, Annual General
Meeting; 28, Track Night (Gauge 1

Group). Meetings take place at the
club's headquarters, Keen House, Cal-

shot Street, King's Cross, London, N.l.
Inquiries to the Hon. Secretary, Mr.
D. A. Boreham, of 35 MandeviJIe Road,
Northolt, Middlesex.

The Southern
Socief

Merry-Price, of 10 Girdwood tour, details of which can be obtained,
together with details of other visits andSoutlifields, London, SW18.

East
District M.R.C
Club AcrrvrnES for the mo

club activities, from the hon. secretary,

Mr. E. S. Tonks, of 87, Sunnymead
Road, South Yardiey, Birmingham 26.

are

Night; II, Track
25, Annual Gene

Meetings are in St. Gabriel's—

lurch Hall, Aldersbrook Road, E.U
each Monday at 7.30 pm. Further
details from the

n

. G. R
Lloyd of 32a Goldsmith Road, Leyton
London, E.10,

•

Chester Model
Club

This club will hold an exhibition in the
clu broom, Northgate Station, from
Saturday, May 23 to May 30. Times of
opening will be 10 am to 10 pm on both

District

M.
A traction engine rally is once
to be sponsored by the above society,

and is to take place at Finkley Manor
Farm, Andover, on June 20, 1964. The
main event is due to start at 12 noon,
as in previous years. Previously the
rally has been held in May.
The usual ring events will take place
from 2 p.m. onwards, and a miniature
railway built to 71 in gauge will be on
show. There will also be a model
engineering display, for which the
society hopes to receive models.

The Society fixtures for May are as Saturdays, and 6.30 pm to 10 pm on J||g Northern
follows: May 23, a tour of the railways
of the Isle of Wight, including a visit

to Ryde Motive Depot, and

weekdays. The exhibition is closed on
Sunday, May 24. Admission Is adults,

6d

j

ren. Further details

Works. All inquiries regarding visits

should be addressed to Mr. D. A.
Avenue

\. T. Budd,
the
10

Railfans
The visits organised for May will begin

Newton Park View, Chester.

Guiver, of 46

members are always welcome to attend
the clubroom at Streatham Common
Station on any of the last three Mondays
in the month. Those interested should
address their inquiries to the secretary,

on the 23rd when Derby Locomotive
Works and Motive Power Depot will be
the venue. This will be followed by a, ui w uuuiwuuu avenue, »» I j.

- venue, j ius wiu oe lunoweu oy a
gton, Surrey. Visitors and new Birmingham LOCOITIOtlVB visit to Crewe Locomotive Works and

Ciub
The outdoor programme for May is:

—

industrial visit, to be
16-18, Scottish

Motive Power Depot, on May 24, and
one of the South Midlands Motive
Power Depots, on May 31. Inquiries to

Mr. C B. Brown (X) of 17 Glen View
Street, Cornhoime, Todmorden, Lanes.
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ow-price Tank

PLUS
provides

track over 8

Power
reversing

cost.

increase

Hornby Track Packs. There

ayouts

to choose from containing extra rails and
Simplec Points and you can make many
different layouts with every Pack •

COMPLETE with

power control

MADE AND GUARANTEED BY MECCANO LIMITED. for only



terrific

WITH ALL THESE WONDERFUL FEATURES
Prestomatic steering (finger-tip pressure on

either side automatically turns Viva in that direc-

tion) • Opening bonnet •Opening boot •Detailed
4-cylmder engine • 4-wheel suspension •Glass'
windows & windscreen • Steering wheel •Plastic
upholstered' seats

You can be the first in

your road to drive this

wonderful 4-seater sal

oon. Go to your Dinky
Showroom and get th»

Vauxhall Viva!

MODEL: 136
LENGTH 3I4-"

TRUCK

UK PRICE ONLY

4'11

R

PRtaSinN-ENGlNfcfcHED AND GUARANTEED BY MECCANO LIMITED

Available at. hAVLEYS. HARRODS. GAM AGES. SELf RIDGES and all good toy shop* everywhere.

FEATURES INCLUDE
• New Bedford TK cab with 'glass' wind
d windscreen
tailed chassis

PI Seats Fully

Realistic simulated hyd

d

lly-operated tipping body
de Hinged tailgate

435 LENGTH 4*

Drop

Published by Thomas Skmner A Co. (Publishers) Ltd., St. Alphagc House, Fore St., London, I CI Printed by James Cond Ltd., Cha-'-MeSt.. Birmingham 3


